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IMPACT OF STRUCTURE, MATERIAL PROPERTIES, TEMPERATURE 
GRADIENT, AND TRAFFICKING ON LOAD TRANSFER EFFICIENCY  
2012/13 
Yusuf Mehta, Ph.D., P.E. 
Master of Science in Civil Engineering 
 
This study examines the impact of structure, material properties, temperature gradient 
and trafficking on load transfer efficiency of rigid airfield pavements. The current FAA 
mechanistic design procedure for rigid pavements assumes constant stress-based load 
transfer efficiency (LTE (S)) of 25% at the joints.  The design procedure assumes the 
material properties remain constant throughout the life of the pavement.  Furthermore, the 
design procedure does not directly consider the effect that temperature induced slab 
curling can have on joint LTE (S).  Analysis is conducted from full scale accelerated 
pavement test data from the National Airport Pavement Test Facility (NAPTF) operated 
by the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA). LTE (S) is determined through strain 
measurements from gages embedded near pavement joints throughout trafficking of both 
Construction Cycle 2 and 6 (CC2 and CC6) at the NAPTF. Heavy weight deflectometer 
(HWD) tests conducted on the test items are used to determine deflection based joint load 
transfer efficiency (LTE (δ)) and for back calculation of pavement layer stiffnesses.  The 
FAA’s finite element analysis program FEAFAA was used to analyze temperature effects 
on LTE(S) at the joints.  This analysis has shown that LTE (S) varies and is sensitive to 
pavement structure, material properties, temperature gradient throughout trafficking, thus 
warranting further examination of 25% joint load transfer value. 
vi 
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When traffic loading is applied near a joint of a jointed concrete pavement, both the 
loaded slab as well as the adjoining unloaded slab undergo some amount of deflection.  A 
portion of the applied load is transferred to the adjoining unloaded slab through the load 
transfer mechanisms of a joint such as aggregate interlock and dowels.  As a result, the 
deflections and stresses in the loaded slab may be reduced relative to a slab with free 
edges.  The degree of load transfer is commonly called load transfer efficiency (LTE) and 
can be defined based on stresses or deflections.  The relative  reduction in edge stress is 
termed as load transfer efficiency LTE (S) while the ratio of unloaded slab edge 
deflection to the loaded slab edge deflection is denoted by LTE (δ).  Equations 1 and 2 








   (1) 
Where, σunloaded and σloaded are slab bending stresses while εunloaded and εloaded are 
corresponding strains on unloaded and loaded slabs, assuming linear behavior, 
respectively. 
 = 	
       (2) 
 
2 
Where, δunloaded and δloaded are the deflections of unloaded and loaded slabs respectively. 
LTE is considered as a measure of joint behavior and it plays an important role in 
pavement evaluation and design.  Field evaluation of LTE includes measurement of 
loaded and unloaded deflections by means of heavy weight deflectometer (HWD) testing 
and calculation of LTE (δ).  LTE (S) can be evaluated in the field from slabs in which 
strain gages have been embedded. 
 
1.2 Problem Statement 
In the early 1920’s rigid pavement response models were developed using Westergaard’s 
closed form analytical solutions to calculate the responses of a single slab under limited 
loading conditions
1, 2
.  In the early 1940’s, Westergaard’s analysis was accepted for the 
design of rigid airfield pavements by the US Army Corp of Engineers.  Based upon full 
scale traffic tests conducted at Lockbourne Army Airfield in Ohio, revised rigid 
pavement design criteria were developed based upon Westergaard’s work for the analysis 
of edge stresses.  It was assumed that a properly designed doweled joint would provide a 
25% transfer of load to the adjacent slab under dynamic wheel loads
3
.  The current 
mechanistic design procedure FAARFIELD developed by the FAA for rigid pavement 




 Westergaard, H.M., "Stresses in Concrete Pavements Computed by Theoretical Analysis," Public Roads, 
Vol. 7, 1926a, pp. 25-35. 
2
 Westergaard, H., "Analysis of Stresses in Concrete Pavement Due to Variations of Temperature," 
Proceedings, Highway Research Board, Vol. 6, 1926b, pp. 201-215. 
3




continues to assume a constant 25% reduction stress in the loaded slab through load 
transfer across the joint.  Furthermore, current FAA rigid airfield pavement design 
procedure does not directly consider deterioration in the slab over the design life of the 
pavement.  The structural responses used in this design procedure are based on a new 
structure and does not accurately depict the actual responses in a post-cracked slab. 
Deterioration is accounted for indirectly as the resulting 75% of free edge stresses are 
used in empirically derived damage algorithms for design of slab thickness
4
. In other 
words, the slab is considered to be in pristine condition (i.e. no cracking occurs) 
throughout the service life which is not the case.   
The results of the field studies conducted at Lockbourne Army Airfield are limited to the 
environmental conditions, loading characteristics, and pavement structure used in the 
study. Variations in the flexural strength of concrete, pavement structure, material 
properties, magnitude of load and aircraft wheel configuration and variations in 
temperature and moisture content which cause volume changes and slab warping have all 
been found to affect the critical stresses in the slab
5
.  Since the determination of the 25% 
LTE (S) factor from the Lockbourne Army Airfield tests and the time current design 
procedures were developed, aircraft loads and wheel configurations have become larger 
and more elaborate due to increasing air passenger volumes.  Additionally, pavement 
materials and structures have become superior with advances in materials development 




 Innovative Pavement Research Foundation (IPRF), "Joint Load Transfer Efficiency in Concrete Airfield 
Pavements: Final Report," 2011. 
5
 Hammons, M. I., D. W. Pittman, and D. D. Mathews, "Effectiveness of Load Transfer Devices," 
Publication DOT/FAA/AR-95/80, FAA, U.S. Department of Transportation, 1995. 
 
4 
and construction practices. Furthermore, the impacts of environmental site conditions on 
joint LTE (S) are limited to those conditions at the time the Lockbourne tests were 
conducted and may not be representative of other regional climates.  Thus, further 
evaluation, whether it be from strain gages embedded in the slabs, HWD testing 
conducted on the slabs at the joint, or from finite element model analysis, is required to 
further assess the impact of loading characteristics, environmental conditions, and 
pavement material and structural properties on pavement performance and joint load 
transfer efficiency throughout the design life of the pavement. 
 
1.3 Hypothesis 
Stress based load transfer efficiency is currently a design constant in the mechanistic 
design procedure used by the FAA for rigid pavements. Based upon previous studies and 
the problem statement it is believed that: 
1) The stress-based load transfer efficiency varies under dynamic loading as 
deterioration occurs in the pavement.  
2) LTE (S) is sensitive to PCC modulus of rupture and sub-structure material 
properties. 
3) Single gage analysis can be used to conservatively estimate joint LTE (S) at 
locations where dual gage analysis is not applicable. 
4) Back-calculation can be used to assess the deterioration in PCC slabs. 
5) Differences in temperature at the top and bottom of the PCC slab layer can 




1.4 National Airport Pavement Test Facility (NAPTF) 
The National Airport Pavement Test Facility (NAPTF) is a state of the art full-scale 
testing facility operated by the FAA and is located at the William J. Hughes Tech Center 
near Atlantic City, NJ.  The facility is dedicated solely to airport pavement research and 
provides high quality, accelerated test data from rigid and flexible pavements subjected to 
simulated aircraft traffic.  The test facility features a fully enclosed test track 900 ft. long 
by 60 ft. wide, a computerized data acquisition system, a rail based vehicle capable of 
simulating aircrafts weighing up to 1.3 million pounds of various wheel configurations 
and controlled wander simulations
6
. Testing at the NAPTF is divided into construction 
cycles, each devoted to either rigid or flexible pavement. Each construction cycle consists 
of four phases starting with new pavement construction, traffic tests to pavement failure, 
post-traffic pavement evaluation such as trenching and ending with pavement removal. 
The NAPTF utilizes the National Airport Pavement Test Vehicle (NAPTV) for loading of 
the test items of each construction cycle.  The NAPTV is programmed to simulate a 
controlled aircraft wander pattern and can operate at speeds up to 15 miles per hour
6
. The 
NAPTV consists of two carriages that can accommodate up to five axle modules each 
comprising two wheels.  The apparatus allows for configurations of up to 20 wheels with 
loads up to 75,000 pounds (333.75 kN) per wheel
7
.  This study focuses on the trafficking 




 National Airport Pavement Test Facility, Federal Aviation Administration, [online] 1999, 
http://www.airporttech.tc.faa.gov/naptf, (Accessed: 6 June 2011). 
 
7
 D. R. Brill and E. H. Guo, "Analysis of In-Pavement Sensor Data for CC2 New Rigid Test Items at the 
FAA National Airport Pavement Test Facility," 2009. 
 
6 
of rigid pavement of Construction Cycle 2 (CC2) and Construction Cycle 6 (CC6) as 
described in the next section.  
 
1.5 Construction Cycle 2 (CC2) 
The test items of CC2, which were trafficked from April to December of 2004, consisted 
of three rigid pavements constructed on granular conventional base (MRC), on grade 
(MRG) and on stabilized Econocrete base (MRS).  The pavement classification used at 
the NAPTF features a three letter acronym.  The first letter signifies the strength of the 
subgrade, low strength (L), medium strength (M), or high strength (H).  The second letter 
signifies whether the test item is rigid (R) or flexible (F).  The third letter designates the 
base type as mentioned.  A medium strength subgrade of CBR value 7 was measured for 
MRC in the field. Each test item section was 75 feet long and 60 feet wide, comprised of 
20 slabs of size 15 feet x 15 feet. The MRC, MRG and MRS test items were separated by 
25 ft. paved transition sections. The slabs were designed such that, in the inner lanes, they 
were connected with steel dowels on all four sides. The slabs in the outer lanes were 
doweled on three sides, leaving free outer edges. The spacing of the 1in diameter dowel 
bars at the joints was 12in. Concrete strain gages were installed at various locations, 
including on each side of joints, to measure the slab strains. The slab thickness was 12 
inches. The sectional view of CC2 test pavement is shown in Figure 1.  The structural 











Table 1: Structural Design Data for CC2 Test Items
7
 
Test Item MRC MRG MRS 
PCC Surface 
30.5 cm (12 in.) PCC 
(P-501) 
30.5 cm (12 in.) PCC 
(P-501) 
30.5 cm (12 in.) PCC 
(P-501) 
Sub-base 1 




15.2 cm (6 in.) Econocrete 
base 
(P-306) 
Sub-base 2 None None 





Medium Strength Subgrade 
CBR 7 
 




 L. Ricalde and H. Diautolo, "New Rigid Pavement Construction and Testing at the FAA National Airport 
Pavement Test Facility," 2009. 
 
8 
1.6 Construction Cycle 6 (CC6) 
The test items of CC6, which were trafficked from April 2011 until April 2012, consisted 
of six test items with three different flexural strengths, as well as two different bases. 
PCC layers with three different modulus of rupture (MOR) values were constructed on 
two different base sections, asphalt and Econocrete.  The compositions of the different 
slabs can be seen in Figure 2, where the low flexural strength (MOR ≈ 500 psi) sections 
are MRS-1, the medium flexural strength (MOR ≈ 750 psi) sections are MRS-2 and the 
high flexural strength (MOR ≈ 1000 psi) sections are MRS-3.  The below mentioned six 
test items were constructed over a medium strength sub-grade (CBR 7-8) with a 10 inch 
thick crushed stone aggregate sub-base.  On the North side, the stabilized base consists of 
6 inches of P-403 hot-mix asphalt, while on the South side the stabilized base is 6 inches 
of P-306 Econocrete.  The slab panel size is 15 feet by 15 feet and the joints of interior 
slabs are doweled on all four sides.  The slabs in the outer lanes are doweled on three 
sides, leaving free outer edges.  In addition to the test items, the transition between slabs 
of test sections consist of thickened edge isolation joints as well as reinforced isolation 
joints with embedment gages on either side of the joint for studying the performance of 
these two types of joints.  Between the slabs of MRS-1 and MRS-2 is the reinforced 
isolation joint as shown in Figure 2.  The thickened edge joint depicted in Figure 2 is 
between MRS-2 and MRS-3.  The structural properties of the CC6 test items are 




Figure 2: The Facilities Testing Site with the Composition of the Different Test 















Blotta, F., Mehta, Y.A., Cleary, D., Cunliffe, C., and Joshi, A, 2012, "Evaluation of Performance of 
Dowel and Transition Joints at the National Airport Pavement Testing Facility," Submitted for review for 
Transportation Research Board 92nd Annual Meeting, 2012. 
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MRS-1 MRS-2 MRS-3 
North South North South North South 
PCC Surface 
30.5 cm (12 in.) PCC                     
500psi Modulus of 
Rupture                              
(P-501) 
30.5 cm (12 in.) PCC                     
750psi Modulus of 
Rupture                             
(P-501) 
30.5 cm (12 in.) PCC                     
1000psi Modulus of 






base         
(P-403) 
15.2 cm     
(6 in.) 
Econocrete 





base         
(P-403) 
15.2 cm     
(6 in.) 
Econocrete 





base         
(P-403) 
15.2 cm     
(6 in.) 
Econocrete 
base          
(P-306) 
Sub-base 2 
25.4 cm (10 in.)                                                        
aggregate sub-base                                             
(P-154) 
Subgrade 
Clay (CH)                                                                                                                         
Medium Strength Subgrade                                                                                   
CBR 8 
 
1.7 Objectives of Study 
The objectives of this study are: 
1) To determine the LTE (S) of CC2 test sections under dynamic loading conditions 
throughout full trafficking using full scale test data from the NAPTF. 
2) To study the effect the formation of cracks in the PCC slab has on joint LTE (S) 
throughout full trafficking conditions. 
3) To determine the LTE (S) and LTE (δ) of CC6 test sections under dynamic 
loading conditions throughout full trafficking using full scale test data from the 
NAPTF. 




Brill, D. R., "Personal communication," 2012 
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4) To study the ability of single gage analysis to accurately estimate joint LTE (S) 
versus dual gage analysis for slow moving loads. 
5) To study the effect of pavement trafficking on PCC modulus through pavement 
back-calculation. 
6) To study the effect of temperature curling on critical edge stresses and LTE (S) at 
the joint. 
 
1.8 Significance of Study 
Current FAA design procedure FAARFIELD assumes constant stress-based load transfer 
efficiency (LTE (S)) of 25% at the joints of doweled rigid pavements and does not 
consider temperature effects.  If it is determined through this study that LTE (S) varies 
greatly from the design value used by the FAA after cracking has occurred on the slab 
and near the transverse joint, then a more accurate design value could be adopted.  A 
more accurate determination of joint LTE (S) could lead to a better estimation of joint 
performance and subsequent service life.   
LTE(S) is determined in this study through strain measurements from gages embedded 
near pavement joints.  Current methods to interpret this data include a single and dual 
gage approach.  The single gage method for determining LTE (S) can be very useful for 
joints where only a single gage is located or where dual gages are located, but only one of 
the gages is producing accurate responses.  This study also provides valuable insight on 
how the LTE(S) of isolation and doweled joints changes with trafficking.   
Current design practice does not directly take into account temperature and moisture 
effects on rigid pavements.  Recent studies on LTE(S) recommend that the ambient 
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temperature be considered in design of rigid pavements
4
. Previous studies have also 
shown that the seasonal and daily temperature variations as well as the temperature 
differentials at the top and bottom of the PCC slab can affect the critical edge stresses at 
the joint and the LTE (S) of the pavement
4,5
.  
The FAA design procedure for rigid pavements limits pavement modulus of rupture 
(MOR) in the range of 600 to 700 psi. Additionally, the design procedure assumes no 
deterioration occurs in the pavement throughout the service life; thus a constant PCC 
modulus of 4 x10
6
 psi is assumed. Back-calculation can be used to estimate in-situ 
stiffness’s of multiple pavement layers which can be beneficial if lab tested material data 
is unavailable or unreliable. In this study in particular, this can be beneficial when the 
PCC layer flexural strength is known but the elastic modulus of the layer is not known. 
The relationship between the two material properties can vary greatly depending on the 
mix (i.e. cement factor, aggregate type, admixtures, etc.). The use of empirically derived 
equations from numerous sources can lead to inaccurate estimations. Pavement 
backcalculation can also be used to evaluate the extent of deterioration in PCC slabs 
throughout trafficking without weakening the structure as can be done when taking core 








1.9 Research Approach 
The approach taken to achieve the above objectives is as follows: 
Task I: Analysis of full-scale CC2 test data 
The FAA conducted full-scale traffic tests on the new rigid pavement test items of CC2 
from April to December 2004.  Sensor data from the MRC test section were analyzed. 
LTE (S) at the joint was determined throughout full traffic of the test item using strain 
gages located on either side of the joint.  Peak strain readings from the strain gages as 
well as visual crack maps of the slabs were used to determine the impact of crack 
formation on joint LTE (S). 
Task II: Analysis of full-scale CC6 test data 
The FAA conducted full-scale traffic tests on the new rigid pavement test items of CC6 
from April 2011 until May 2012.  Sensor data from each test section, MRS-1, MRS-2, 
and MRS-3 were analyzed.  The LTE (S) at the joint throughout trafficking was 
determined using the strain gages located on either side of the joint.  Heavy weight 
deflectometer (HWD) data was used to determine the deflection based load transfer 
efficiency (LTE (δ)) of the joint. 
Task III: Analysis of dual and single gage method to determine LTE (S) 
Full-scale testing was conducted by the FAA on the rigid pavements of both the CC2 and 
CC6 rigid pavements.  LTE (S) was determined by single gage analysis at locations 
where joint LTE (S) had already been determined from gages located on both sides of the 
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joint.  Results from both methods were compared to assess the accuracy of single gage 
method of estimating joint LTE (S). 
Task IV: Back-calculation of CC6 pavement layer stiffnesses 
FAA software BAKFAA version 2.0 was used to back-calculate pavement stiffness of 
CC6 test sections from HWD deflection basins.  Center of slab HWD drop results were 
used to back-calculate pavement stiffness along the profile of each test section. Analysis 
was conducted before test sections had been trafficked to determine baseline moduli for 
all pavement layers of each test section.  Seed values for pavement properties were 
determined from either design specifications, material testing on the test section or from 
typical values recommended by the FAA.  Further back-calculation was conducted 
throughout trafficking, however only PCC modulus was allowed to vary while other layer 
properties were held constant to assess deterioration in PCC modulus. 
Task V: Modeling of CC6 test pavement using FEAFAA 
The MRS-1, MRS-2, and MRS-3 sections of the CC6 test pavement were modeled using 
a special version of the 3D finite element analysis program developed by the FAA, 
FEAFAA.  This special version allows the user to vary the differential temperature at the 
top and bottom of the PCC slab.  The pavement material properties and thicknesses were 
a combination of those used for design and those from material testing conducted at the 
NAPTF during construction.  The sensitivity of critical edge stresses and LTE (S) under a 
static single wheel 50 kip (SWL-50) and 100 kip (SWL-100) was determined using the 
FEAFAA model.  The sensitivity of LTE (S) to pavement material properties and slab 




1.10 Thesis Outline 
This research is divided into seven chapters based on the stated above. 
Chapter 1: Introduction 
This chapter gives a brief introduction to rigid airport pavements and joint load transfer 
efficiency.  This chapter presents the problem statement, research hypothesis, objectives, 
significance of study and the research approach along with a background of Construction 
Cycle 2 (CC2) and 6 (CC6) at the National Airport Pavement Test Facility (NAPTF). 
Chapter 2: Review of Literature 
This chapter focuses on a review of literature pertaining to rigid pavements, joint load 
transfer efficiency, temperature curling and pavement back-calculation.  
Chapter 3: Analysis of CC2 MRC crack and sensor data at NAPTF 
Visual slab crack mapping and log data and data obtained from concrete strain gages 
(CSG) sensors embedded in the CC2 MRC test pavements at the NAPTF are analyzed in 
this chapter. 
Chapter 4: Analysis of CC6 HWD and sensor data at NAPTF 
In this chapter, joint load transfer efficiency of MRS-1, MRS-2 and MRS-3 sections of 





Chapter 5: Comparison of Dual and Single Gage Analysis of NAPTF Sensor Data 
The single and dual gage method of determining joint LTE (S) is analyzed in this chapter 
for the CC2 and CC6 test pavements at the NAPTF. 
Chapter 6: Back-calculation of CC6 Pavement Modulus throughout Trafficking 
In this chapter, Pavement stiffnesses of the CC6 test pavements are back-calculated 
throughout trafficking using BAKFAA version 2.0 from center of slab HWD testing 
conducted at the NAPTF. 
Chapter 7: Temperature effects on LTE (S) under static loading 
The MRS-1, MRS-2 and MRS-3 sections of the CC6 test pavements are modeled using 
FEAFAA to determine critical edge stresses and joint LTE (S) under static loads.  The 
sensitivity of stresses and LTE (S) to load magnitude, pavement structure, material 
properties and temperature gradient are analyzed in this chapter. 
Chapter 8: Summary of findings, conclusions and recommendations 
This final chapter of the thesis presents the most significant contributions of this research 
from each of the previous chapters.  Finally, recommendations for further studies based 






This chapter gave a brief introduction to rigid pavements and to joint load transfer 
efficiency. It also presented and overview of the problem statement and objectives of this 
study. As mentioned, load transfer efficiency is a major component of the design of rigid 
airfield pavements. Current design assumes a constant 25% reduction of stresses in the 
slab at the joint through load transfer and assumes no deterioration in the slab. The 
impact of pavement structure, material properties, temperature curling and trafficking on 
load transfer efficiency and pavement performance are studied in this research. Full-scale 














Review of Literature 
 
2.1 Rigid Pavement Design 
In rigid airfield pavement design, the FAA has developed regression equations based on 
correlations between the design factor (DF) and traffic coverages
12
.  The design factor is 
the ratio of concrete modulus of rupture to the working stress.  In computing the working 
stresses the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) assumes 25% reduction in loaded 
slab stresses due to load transfer mechanisms.  Thus, the stress-based rather than 
deflection-based load transfer efficiency provides information most directly applicable to 
current design practice.  As mentioned earlier, field evaluation of LTE is based on 
measurement of LTE (δ) because it is difficult to measure LTE (S) as few airfield 
pavements are instrumented with strain gages.  However, differences between deflection-
based LTE measured under FWD and stress-based LTE measured for static and moving 
aircraft loading was observed first by Hammons et al.
5 
and also later by Wadkar
13
 and Yu 
et al.
14
.  Thus it becomes difficult to characterize the behavior of LTE (S) from HWD 
LTE (δ) as there is no simple relationship between the two. Behavior of LTE under a 
moving aircraft gear loading can be determined from analysis of full scale test data 




 Smith, K. D. and Roesler, J. R., " Review of Fatigue Models for Concrete Airfield Pavement Design," 
ASCE Airfield Pavement Specialty Conference, Las Vegas, NV, 2003 
13
 Wadkar, A., “Study of Load Transfer Efficiency of Airfield Rigid Pavement Joints Based on Stresses and 
Deflections,” Master of Science in Engineering Thesis, Rowan University, July 2010 
14
 Yu, X., Y. Zhou, J. Peng, Z. Tan, and E. Guo. “Joint Load Transfer Efficiency of Rigid Pavement 
Considering Dynamic Effects Under a Single Moving Load,” CD-ROM. FAA Worldwide Technology 
Transfer Conference. Atlantic City, NJ, USA, 2010. 
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measured by the FAA at NAPTF.  As trafficking progresses, the joint usually deteriorates 
and LTE reduces, however the impact of a drop in LTE on pavement performance is 
unknown
15
.  Therefore, there is a need to understand the impact of repetitive aircraft 
loading on the joint LTE and in general whether a drop in LTE coincides with cracking of 
the pavement near the joint.   
 
2.2 Load Transfer Efficiency 
Several studies have been conducted on the factors that affect LTE in pavements and the 
effects of LTE on pavement performance. The works conducted by the Innovative 
Pavement Research Foundation
4 
and by Hammons et al. for the United States Army Core 
of Engineers
5
 have been instrumental on this topic.  Wadkar et al. studied the effects of 
stabilized base stiffness on LTE and the effects of LTE on pavement performance.  The 
study showed that stiffer stabilized bases had lower deflection and stress-based LTE.  The 
study also showed that the direction the load travels affects the LTE of the pavement for 
both stress and deflection based LTE
16
.  Wadkar et al. also showed from finite element 
analysis, using the program FEAFAA, that higher flexural strength leads to high LTE, but 
changing the modulus of elasticity of a pavement has minimal to no effect on the LTE.  
However they did find that increasing modulus of elasticity causes the stresses in the slab 




 Hayhoe, G. F. and Garg, N., "Characterization of Rubblized Concrete Pavements with HMA Overlays at 
the National Airport Pavement Test Facility," 2007 
16
 Wadkar, A, Kettleson, W, Mehta, Y, Cleary, D, and Brill, D., "Analysis of Full Scale Test Data from 
National Airport Pavement Testing Facility (NAPTF) to Determine Impact of Load Transfer Efficiency on 
Pavement Performance," CD ROM Transportation Research Board 90th Annual Meeting, National 





.  Isolation transition joints are designed with the purpose of reducing 
stresses in the edges of pavement and preventing pavement expansion
18
.  Research 
conducted by Jung et al. showed that the isolated transition, specifically thickened edge 
transition, is best used to reduce and control cracking or damage in the slab
19
.   
 
2.3 Pavement Back-calculation 
Table 3 and Table 4 provide a summary of pertinent literature on pavement back-
calculation from nondestructive pavement testing. 




 Wadkar, A, Kettleson, W, Mehta, Y, and Cleary, D. Effect of Concrete Flexural Strength and Modulus of 
Elasticity on Design Thickness and Stresses in Rigid Airfield Pavements. CD ROM Transportation 
Research Board 90th Annual Meeting, National Academies, Washington D.C., 2010b, pp. 1-12. 
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 ACPA, "Proper Use of Isolation and Expansion Joints in Concrete Pavements," American Concrete 
Pavement Association, Skokie, Illinois, 1992, pp. 1-2. 
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 Jung, Y, Zollinger, D, Tayabji, S., "Best Practices of Concrete Pavement Transition Design and 
Construction," Publication FHWA/TX-07/0-5320-1, FHWA, Texas Department of Transportation, 2007. 
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Table 3: Literature review of pavement back-calculation from nondestructive testing 
Title  Author 
Type of 
Analysis 
Software Used Key Assumptions Key Findings 
Improved Overlay Design 















• PCC overlay substructure unbonded 
• As built layer thicknesses used 
• All layers allowed to vary for back-
calculation 
• Strength of PCC overlay decreases 
as passes accumulate; majority 
occurred during first 5000 passes 
• Interior slabs received more passes 
and experience more deterioration 




(NDT) Data on Flexible 















• Comprehensive material testing 
compared with back-calculated 
properties 
• As built layer thicknesses used 
• All layers allowed to vary for back-
calculation 
• Stiff bottom layer incorporated 
(bedrock) 
• FAABACK-CAL results consistent 
with WESDEF 
• Top layers not sensitive to bottom 
layer stiffness in excess of 500,000 
psi 
• If depth to stiff layer is higher than 
as built, can lead to over estimation 
of sub-base and subgrade moduli 
Backcalculation of Layer 
Parameters for LTPP Test 
Sections, Volume I: Slab 
on Elastic Solid and Slab 
on 
Dense-Liquid Foundation 


















• The "best fit" back-
calculation method 
for both dense-liquid 
(DL) and elastic 
solid (ES) subgrade 
models 
• PCC slab over either DL or ES 
subgrade models 
• Effects of sensor configuration, base 
layer, joint spacing, and temperature 
conditions on back-calculation 
results should be considered 
• Analysis conducted for fully and no 
bond interface condition 
• Assumption of unbonded interface 
produced unrealistically high 
modulus while fully bonded 
assumption yields realistic values 
• Seasonal variation can effect back-
calculation results 
• Temperature curling of slab has 
effect on results of back-calculation. 




 Innovative Pavement Research Foundation (IPRF), "Report of Practical Findings: Improved Overlay Design Parameters for Concrete Airfield Pavements – 
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Table 4: Literature review of pavement back-calculation from nondestructive testing (cont…) 
Title  Author 
Type of 
Analysis 
Software Used Key Assumptions Key Findings 
Back-Calculation of 
Layer Parameters 
for LTPP Test Sections 
Volume II: Layered 
Elastic Analysis 






















• MODCOMP4 program has 
capability to consider nonlinear 
constitutive equations 
• Batch analysis of over 1,650,000 
FWD tests 
• Breaking subgrade into multiple 
layers to try and improve results 
• Nonlinear constitutive equations 
were not found to provide better 
back-calculation results 
• 75% of basins analyzed by 
MODCOMP4 resulted in RMS< 3% 
and considered acceptable 
• Type II deflection basins were most 
difficult to analyze yielding highest 
RMS error 
• Breaking subgrade into multiple 
layers improves back-calculation 
results 
Errors in Pavement Layer 
Moduli Back-calculation 
due to Improper 























• Conducted for typical flexible and 
semi rigid structures 
• Interface models were derived from 
laboratory shear tests conducted on 
AC test samples 
• Interaction conditions modeled 
include: full bond, simple friction, 
interface with tack coat and without 
tack coat 
• The assumption that flexible 
pavement layers are fully bonded is 
not valid in most cases 
• Actual bond condition falls 
somewhere in between the fully 
bonded and no bonding condition 
• Partial bonding yields lowest error 
between FEM and Back-calculated 
moduli 




 USDOT-FHWA, "Back-calculation of Layer Parameters for LTPP Test Sections, Volume II: Layered Elastic Analysis for Flexible and Rigid Pavements," 
2002. 
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2.4 Temperature Curling 
During the day, when the temperature on the top of the slab is greater than that at the 
bottom, the top tends to expand relative to the bottom causing the slab to curl downwards 
(Figure 3).  At night, the top of the slab tends to contract relative to the bottom causing 
the slab to curl upwards (Figure 3).  As a result of this thermal gradient and the restriction 
of the bottom of the slab because the slab is bonded to stabilized base, the pavement 
tends to curl inducing compressive and tensile stresses at the top and bottom of the slab 
depending on direction of curling
25
.  LTE may vary throughout the day and year because 
of variation in PCC temperature due to ambient air temperature.  When temperature 
decreases, a joint opens wider, and decreases contact between two slabs and also may 
decrease the efficiency of the joint.   
 
Figure 3: Slab curling due to thermal gradient 
 
A study conducted by the Federal Highway Administration conducted in 2003 has shown 
that for a given slab thickness and joint spacing, increasing the sub-structure k-value can 
actually increase the curling stresses induced by temperature gradients.  Higher curling 









stresses can lead to higher combined stresses (load plus curl) in pavements.  Therefore, 
while a thicker base can lower stresses due to wheel loads, this advantage is negated to a 
certain extent by an increase in the curling stresses (FHWA, 2003)
26
.  A recent study 
conducted by the Innovative Pavement Research Foundation (IPRF) has found that 
downward slab curling can cause an increase in load-related slab edge stress while at the 
same time causing a decrease in load transfer efficiency
27
.  Additionally, there is some 
evidence that joints over cement treated bases may experience larger slab edge gaps 
during upward curling which can also affect load transfer.  The IPRF research has 
verified that slab length is a critical parameter with respect to joint load transfer and slab 
curling stresses. Changes in slab length from 25-ft to 20 feet can result in up to 50% 
reduction in residual curling stresses, and will result in greater aggregate interlock.  
Residual curling stresses are those that remain in the PCC slab after the shape of the PCC 
slab has returned to its original state from a lack of thermal gradient.   In FAARFIELD, 
the FAA’s rigid pavement design software, the effect of temperature curling on pavement 
thickness design is considered indirectly through application of a calibration factor. 
Curling effects are also controlled in the design procedure by limiting joint spacing and 
slab length-to-width ratios. 
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Analysis of CC2 MRC crack and sensor data at NAPTF 
 
3.1 Full scale testing at NAPTF 
As mentioned in chapter 1, the test items of CC2 consisted of three rigid pavements 
constructed, respectively, on granular conventional base (MRC), on grade (MRG) and on 
stabilized Econocrete base (MRS).  A medium strength subgrade (CBR 7) was 
constructed by carefully controlling the moisture content of a high plastic clay
11
. Each 
test item section was 75 feet long and 60 feet wide, comprised of 20 slabs of size 15 feet 
x 15 feet.  The MRC, MRG and MRS test items were separated by 25 ft. paved transition 
sections.  The slabs are numbered sequentially from west to east starting from the north-
west corner of MRC and ending with the south-east corner of MRS.  Thus the MRC 
section consists of slabs numbered from 1 to 20, the MRG section consists of slabs 
numbered 21 to 40 and the MRS section consists of slabs numbered from 41 to 60.  












Figure 4: CC2 Slab co-ordinates and location of sensors for MRC section
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The slabs were designed such that, in the inner lanes, they were connected with steel 
dowels on all four sides. The slabs in the outer lanes were doweled on three sides, leaving 
free outer edges. The diameter and spacing of the dowel bars at the joints was 1in. and 
12in., respectively. Concrete strain gages were installed at various locations, including 
locations on each side of joints, to measure the strains. The slab thickness was 12 inches. 
Figure 5 represents the plan and sectional view of the test items.  
 
 
Figure 5: Plan and sectional view of CC2 test items with position of concrete strain 
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Traffic loading was applied by the National Airport Pavement Test Vehicle (NAPTV) 
which is programmed for controlled aircraft wander simulation.  The basic wander 
pattern consisted of 66 discrete positions centered on the outside edge of the inside slab, 
approximating a normal traffic distribution
30
.  The various positions or tracks that make 
up the 66 discrete position wander pander can be seen in Figure 6.  However, a modified 
wander pattern was used for MRC-N only, so that no wheel loads were applied directly to 
the outside row of slabs as seen in Figure 5; it is seen that the coverage pattern on the 
north section of MRC does not extend to the outer slabs of the test section. 
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Traffic on all CC2 test items began on April 27 and ended on December 10, 2004. The 
MRC test item was trafficked beginning on April 27 and ending on June 24, 2004. The 
MRG and MRS test items were trafficked beginning on July 6 and ending on December 
10, 2004.The north and south MRC test section as well as the south MRG and south MRS 
test sections were loaded with a dual-tandem carriage configuration
7
. The north MRG 
and MRS test items were loaded with a dual-tridem carriage configuration. A wheel load 
of 55000 lbs was used producing a tire pressure of about 220 psi. The NAPTV dual-
tandem and dual-tridem carriage configuration is shown in Figure 7. A summary of the 
traffic applied to each of the CC2 test items is presented in Table 5. 
 








Table 5: Traffic Summary for CC2 Test Items
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Test Item Gear 
Type 
Passes completed 
Apr-Jun 2004 Jul-Sep 2004 Oct-Dec 2004 Total 
MRC – North 4-wheel 12675 0 0 12675 
MRC – South 4-wheel 5405 0 0 5405 
MRG – North 6-wheel 0 21186 9834 31020 
MRG – South 4-wheel 0 21186 9834 31020 
MRS – North 6-wheel 0 20262 0 20262 
MRS – South 4-wheel 0 21162 9834 30996 
 
3.2 CC2 MRC Gage Overview 
As mentioned in earlier sections, the full CC2 test items encompassed three test sections 
at the NAPTF test facility, each with a varying subgrade material and consisting of north 
and south test sections.  This chapter focuses on an in depth analysis of Slabs S7 and S8 
of the north MRC test section and of Slabs S12 and S13 of the south MRC test section 
throughout trafficking of the test item.  Data from CSG-5 and CSG-7 located at the 
transverse joint of slabs S7 and S8 and from CSG-6 and CSG-8 located at the transverse 
joint of slabs S12 and S13 were analyzed.  In either case, the strain gages analyzed were 
within 3 inches on either side of the transverse joint at a depth of 10.5 inches. The 
locations of the aforementioned gages are presented in Table 6. 
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3.3 Assumptions for Analysis 
For analysis of CC2 MRC test items, only events termed as Track 0 were analyzed. Track 
0 refers to the wander position of the NAPTV as presented earlier in Figure 6.  Several 
variables affect load transfer at the dowel joint such as environmental conditions, 
aggregate interlock, as well as subbase support conditions among others.  Thus the joints 
between slabs are doweled during construction to minimize these effects.   In this study, 
only the effect of cracking on LTE (S) for dowel jointed slabs is evaluated.  Small 
variations in peak strain that were observed could be due to several causes, such as 
changes in ambient temperature, humidity, tire load fluctuations, changes in tire contact 
pressure and area or sensor response noise
7
.  The environmental effects were minimal as 
the NAPTF is within an enclosed facility.  In addition, the load magnitude and contact 
pressure are measured and controlled at the NAPTF.  Therefore, any severe fluctuations 
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will be detected and loading is halted until the load is reset.  Anomalous sensor 
recordings or noise were excluded manually and typically only occurred after heavy 
deterioration near the end of trafficking.  Due to the above, in this study, significant 
variations in peak strains were attributed to the formation of cracks. 
 
3.4 Summary of NAPTF CC2 Data 
Raw strain responses for CC2 can be obtained from the online database located on the 
FAA’s NAPTF website
33
.  With the proper structured query language (SQL) command, 
raw strain data can be obtained for the sensors.  For data management purposes, only a 
portion of the complete strain record for a complete pass is stored in the database, 
concentrating on the portion when the gages become excited as the wheels traverse the 
joint.  An example of the SQL command used to obtain the raw strain data can be seen 
below: 
Select Sensorid, EventNo, SensorRecord, StartTime, EndTime from dynamic_mrc 
where (sensorid = 7 or sensorid = 9) 
and EventNo in 
(select EventNo from traffic 
where NorthTrackNo = 0  
and EventStartTime > '5/12/04'  
and EventStartTime < '5/13/04') 
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This example would yield all strain responses from sensor 7 and sensor 9 (CSG-5 and 
CSG-7) for north track 0 events from the beginning to the end of day trafficking on May 
12
th
, 2004.  The command would also yield the time that each strain response begins and 
ends.  Strain responses for paired gages during a pass can then be time synchronized in 
accordance with the start time of each response.  Based upon knowledge of the axle 
configuration and the speed of the test vehicle, this process was conducted for every track 
0 event for each day noted later in this study as long as the responses met the following 
criteria: 
1) Under a dual axle configuration, which is the case in this study, the strain gage 
response must have two distinct peak values
34
. 
2) The time lag between two peaks from one gage location must be equal to the time 
required for the vehicle to travel a distance equal to the axle spacing
34
.   
3) Gages at both sides of the joint must satisfy criteria (1 & 2) for LTE (S) to be 




3.5 Effect of Localized Cracking on LTE (S) 
Strain gage history collected by the concrete strain gages embedded in the test items at 
two specific locations was analyzed.  The strain gages selected in this study were those 
present at the transverse joints between concrete slabs S7 and S8 as well as S12 and S13 
of the CC2-MRC test section.  These slabs were chosen in an attempt to represent the 




 Wadkar, A., “Study of Load Transfer Efficiency of Airfield Rigid Pavement Joints Based on Stresses and 





effect of localized cracking on the stress based load transfer efficiency over transverse 
joints.  The strain gages of interest, CSG-5 and CSG-7 as well as CSG-6 and CSG-8 
provide the relevant strain data utilized to analyze the LTE (S) over the transverse joint 
between Slabs 7 and 8 on the north test track and Slab 12 and 13 on the south test track.  
At the test site, the CC-2 MRC slabs are trafficked daily, with a wander pattern consisting 
of 66 discrete positions centered on the outside edge of the inside slab, approximating a 
normal traffic distribution.  However, a modified wander pattern was used for MRC-N 
only, so that no wheel loads were applied directly to the outside row of slabs.  Once 
again, only Track 0 passes from the FAA CC2 database were analyzed in this study.   
 
LTE (S) was determined for data collected from CSG-5 and CSG-7 on May 5
th
, 2004 
because it was the first day of testing on the north test section.  LTE(S) was then 
determined for May 27
th
 as it was the last day before cracks were visually observed on 
the slabs.  Furthermore, LTE (S) was also determined for June 1-4 as cracks began to 
appear on the slabs and began to form at the joint between slab S7 and S8 near the 
location of the strain gages as seen in Figure 8.  Figure 8 is orientated 90 degrees from 
Figure 5.  After June 22
nd
, the strain gages did not satisfy the three reliability criteria 
outlined above because two distinct peaks were not observed.  An example of a good data 
trace collected on May 27
th
 and an unreliable data trace collected on June 23
rd
 is shown in 
Figure 9.  It shows that the CSG-5 and CSG-7 strain gages do not have two specific strain 






Note: Figure N.T.S. 


















Figure 9: Sample strain profile illustrating good data trace on May 27 (Pass 6416) and 
unreliable data trace on June 23 (Pass 12300) 
 
Concrete strain gages CSG-6 and CSG-8 located on slabs S12 and S13, were similarly 
analyzed.  Figure 10, a crack map for slabs S12 and S13 on the south CC2 test section, 
shows that cracking first appeared on slab S12 on May 13 (at 3438 south passes), which 
is nearly 20 days (3496 north passes) earlier than cracking appeared on slabs S7 and S8 
of the north test section.  The early formation of cracks can be attributed to the fact that 
loading on the south test section began on April 27
th

















































began on the north test section.  Additionally, the direction of cracking is different as 
cracks run parallel to the direction of loading and perpendicular to the transverse joint 
whereas cracking on the north section consisted of both longitudinal cracks and 
transverse cracks, of which the latter were heavily concentrated at the transverse joint. 
 
 
Note: Figure N.T.S. 
Figure 10: Crack map for June 4 of Slabs 12 & 13 for test section CC2-MRC
35 
 
For an individual vehicle pass, the load transfer efficiency can be calculated for four 
distinct cases.  The four cases of LTE (S) are: when the carriage is at Position 1 in the 
west to east direction; Position 4 in the west to east direction; Position 4 in the east to 
west direction; and Position 1 in the east to west direction.  For a vehicle traveling west to 
east, Position 1 is defined as when all wheels are on the approach slab just before the 





transverse joint and are on the following slab.  In the east to west direction, the opposite 
would be the case; the carriage would approach the transverse joint, Position 4, and 
traverse the joint to the following slab, Position 1.  Odd number passes indicate east to 
west travel while even number passes indicate west to east travel.  Figure 11 illustrates 
how Position 1 and Position 4 are defined in this study. 
 
Figure 11: Test vehicle positions in reference to the transverse joint
9 
 
The LTE (S) was then determined for each case and was then superimposed graphically 
in Figure 12 and Figure 13 over the time frame as cracks begin to develop on the slab as 
mentioned earlier.  Plotting LTE (S) with successive passes over the entire span of May 5 
through June 22 for MRC-N and April 27 to May 17 of MRC-S yielded three 
concentrated regions of data points separated by large gaps in the data.  In order to see the 
daily behavior of LTE (S) instead of these concentrated regions, track 0 passes for which 
no data were analyzed were omitted from the plot, yielding breaks in the x-axis.  
Furthermore, the passes displayed in Figure 12 and Figure 13 are only those for Track 0 





3.6 Stress Based Load Transfer Efficiency (LTE (S)) 
The effect of trafficking on stress based load transfer efficiency was analyzed.  From 
Figure 12 and Figure 13 for CSG-5 and CSG-7, when the vehicle is in position 4, the 
LTE (S) tends to decrease as the number of loading cycles increases.  However, when the 
vehicle is at position 1, LTE (S) tends to be fairly constant, only significantly decreasing 
after 10,000 passes on the test section. For three of the four cases of LTE (S), on the first 
day of loading May 5
th
 (Pass 1), the LTE (S) between slabs 7 and 8 remained fairly 
consistent, between 0.3 and 0.4.  However, LTE (S) was found to be in the range of 0.2 
and 0.3 when the vehicle was at position 1 during an east to west pass.  As can be seen in 
Table 7, the average LTE (S) for three of the four cases was found to be nearly the same 
with a minimum average value of 0.32 while the fourth case (position 1-east to west pass) 
was at a lower average value of 0.26 which is quite close to 0.25 used for design by FAA. 
 
Furthermore, for two of the four cases when the vehicle is located at position 1, although 
the data showed a general declining trend, the calculated LTE (S) maintained daily 
average values above 0.25 during the 4 day period after cracking first appeared on the 
slabs.  However, the other two cases, which is the LTE (S) at Position 4 for both pass 
directions, did not show the same trend.  The daily average LTE (S) for both cases were 
found to drop to as low as 0.13 which is considerably lower than 0.25 used by FAA for 
design.  Although LTE (S) did decrease slightly over the first month of loading that daily 
average values remained at or above 0.25 in all cases.  In all four cases, between May 5 
and May 27
th
, which consisted of roughly 5550 total passes on the test item regardless of 





(S) remained above 0.25 in all cases, there was a decreasing trend during that time. 
Furthermore, for June 22
nd
 which is the last day analyzed, LTE (S) in all for cases is 
considerably lower than 0.25, falling in the range of 0.09 to 0.19 daily averages. 
However, the MRS North test section was already trafficked to failure prior to June 22
nd
. 
For design purposes, failure of a rigid airfield pavement is denoted by a structural 
condition index (SCI) of 80. This occurs when 50% of all the slabs on a test item show 
some structural cracking. This occurred after approximately 9930 total passes (2613 total 




Table 7: Average Stress Based Load Transfer Efficiency CSG-5 and CSG-7 
Average LTE (S) 
Date 
Total Passes 
Position 1 Position 4 
West to east East to west West to east East to west 
5-May 110 0.35 0.26 0.32 0.38 
27-May 5472 0.30 0.25 0.25 0.29 
1-Jun 5852 0.35 0.26 0.20 0.33 
2-Jun 6080 0.35 0.25 0.14 0.28 
3-Jun 6308 0.29 0.25 0.13 0.15 
4-Jun 6612 0.31 0.29 0.24 0.26 







Figure 12:  Stress Based Load Transfer Efficiency at Positions 1 and 4 in the west to 








Figure 13:  Stress Based Load Transfer Efficiency at Positions 1 and 4 in the east to 







Figure 14 and Figure 15 for CSG-6 and CSG-8, shows that when the vehicle is at position 
1, the LTE (S) tends to decrease as the number of loading cycles increases over time 
while when the vehicle is at position 4 LTE (S) remains fairly constant or slightly 
increases over time.  Similar to the results discussed earlier for CSG-5 and CSG-7, all 
four cases of LTE (S) determined from CSG-6 and CSG-8 on the first day of loading 
(April 27
th
), the LTE (S) between slabs 12 and 13 remained fairly consistent, between 
0.30 and 0.40.  In Table 8, the average LTE (S) for all four cases was found to be nearly 
the same with a minimum average value of 0.32 LTE (S).  In general, joint LTE (S) when 
the vehicle was located at position 4 sustained above 0.25 even as cracks had developed 
in the test slabs. LTE (S) for Position 1 in both the west to east and east to west direction 
tended to decrease as low as 0.19 (daily average).  Additionally, similar to CSG-5 and 
CSG-7, LTE (S) for Position 4 in the west to east direction seemed to increase late in 
trafficking.   However, the MRS South test section had not been loaded to failure before 
loading was ended on the test section. It was estimated that the test item would not have 
reached an SCI=80 until after approximately 12133 total passes (2576 total coverages at a 
pass-to-coverage ratio of 4.71)
31
.  Furthermore, for LTE (S) from both sets of paired 
gages during the loading period, although there is a general declining trend, it is not 
monotonically decreasing.  When the pavement and joint is in pre-crack condition, 
LTE(S) decreases daily due to the heating of the pavement from friction of the tire passes 









Table 8: Average Stress Based Load Transfer Efficiency CSG-6 and CSG-8 




Position 1 Position 4 
West to east East to west West to east East to west 
27-Apr 330 0.36 0.32 0.34 0.39 
5-May 1496 0.28 0.24 0.32 0.35 
10-May 2450 0.18 0.24 0.35 0.31 
11-May 2602 0.23 0.25 0.34 0.35 
12-May 3058 0.24 0.20 0.34 0.34 
13-May 3438 0.22 0.23 0.33 0.34 
14-May 3818 0.21 0.23 0.35 0.30 








Figure 14: Stress Based Load Transfer Efficiency at Positions 1 and 4 in the west to 









Figure 15:  Stress Based Load Transfer Efficiency at Positions 1 and 4 in the east to 







3.7 Analysis of Peak Strains to Determine Onset of Cracking 
Slab S7 
Brill and Guo have used the behavior of peak strains in concrete slabs to determine the 
onset of cracking in the slab
7
.  In the case of this study, the peak strains for CSG-5 and 
CSG-7 are used to determine when cracking began in Slabs S7 and S8, respectively. Peak 
strains for CSG-6 and CSG-8 have been used for Slabs S12 and S13, respectively.  All 
gages of interest were located at a depth of 0.875ft (10.5 in) in the 1ft (12 in) slab.  As the 
vehicle passes over the sensors at the transverse joint, tensile (positive) stresses/strains 
were developed at the bottom of the slab.  As cracking takes place in the slab, the ability 
of the slab to develop tensile stress is reduced which results in lower measured tensile 
strains
7
.  As cracking occurs, the moment of inertia at the section is reduced, and as 
stiffness drops, the ability to carry load drops.  Subsequently, load is carried by stiffer 
areas of the slab resulting in the gage indicating lower strain at the location of the crack.  
Thus, sharp drops in tensile strains at the bottom of the slab as loading progresses could 
indicate the formation of cracks occurring in the slab. 
 
Figure 16 shows the peak tensile strain in Slab S7 on the primary axis and LTE (S) on the 
secondary axis as trafficking progresses.  LTE (S) for position 1 has been plotted for both 
west to east and east to west passes because position 1 corresponds to when the vehicle 
load is completely on Slab S7.  Additionally, the approximate times at which cracks 
became visible on the slab top surface are labeled on the figure.  There is approximately a 
60% drop in the peak strains, from 0.065 to 0.025millistrains, in the slab over the first 





visually noticeable on the slab surface.  From pass 3000 to 6000, the peak strains 
decrease slightly but remain in the range of 0.04 to 0.03 until the first cracks become 
visible on the slab.  The significant drop in peak strains up to pass 3000 could be due to 
the formation of cracks at the bottom of the slab that never fully propagate upwards, 
microcracks, or a combination.  From Table 9, the first cracks - transverse crack 38 and 
longitudinal crack 39 - became visible at pass 5776 on June 1.  These cracks formed at 
the northwestern section of slab S7 and very likely had a negligible effect on the peak 
tensile strains developed at the transverse joint of S7 and S8.  On June 2, diagonal cracks 
42 and 43 as well as longitudinal crack 44 become visible at pass 5928.  Because crack 
42 begins at the west edge of slab S7 and joins crack 38 and 39, it likely had little effect 
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However, crack 43 developed starting at the east edge of S7 and progressed up to the 
north edge. LTE (S) regardless of west to east or east to west pass remained fairly 
constant in a range between 0.20 and 0.40 while cracks were developing in the slab and 
while peak strains dropped in the slab.  From Figure 8, it was estimated that relative to 
the track 0 carriage position, roughly only 8 of the 14 dowels at the transverse joint of S7 
and S8 were available for load transfer after the formation of crack 43, yet load transfer 
still remains generally higher than 0.25.  Possibly there is aggregate interlock across the 
crack that would allow loads to transfer across the crack and allow more dowels to 
engage in carrying the load across the joint.  Cracking continues in the following days 
until the longitudinal crack 69 occurs in the slab.  There is a slight drop in the peak 
strains from pass 6250 to 8360 when crack 69 becomes visible on the slab.  This is 
interesting because the core C12 taken on June 15 indicated that crack 69 was a top down 
crack yet tensile stresses in the bottom of the slab dropped slightly before its initiation.  
Crack 69 forms from the end of longitudinal crack 44 and ends at the transverse edge of 
S7 and S8.  At this point, longitudinal crack 69 develops in between the wheels of the 
track 0 carriage, thus splitting the 8 dowels which were available for load transfer.  It is 
after this point that the gage begins to show anomalous readings, and there is a 
subsequent drop in LTE (S) below 0.25 thereafter.  Brill and Guo
7
 witnessed this similar 
behavior in peak strain gage readings; the gages showed anomalous readings after cracks 













Description Location No. Width (x), in y, in 
6/1 5548 Surface Inspection 
      
Long cracks observed on slabs S1 and S5 
 
5776 Transverse Crack S7 38 33.5 
  
60 Starts north edge @ 60" from west edge 
  
Longitudinal Crack S7 39 24.5 28 33.5 60 Crack starts from west edge 
 
5816 Surface Inspection 
      
Location for core drilling selected 
 
5852 Surface Inspection 
      
No new cracks observed 
6/2 5928 Surface Inspection 
      
No new cracks observed 
  
Diagonal Crack S7 42 107 37 
 
59 Crack joins cracks 38 and perpendicular to crack 39 
  
Diagonal Crack S7 43 47.5 100 
 
53.5 Crack starts from east towards north edge 
  




6/3 6156 Core (4.5" diameter) S7 C8 25 
  
21 Diagonal crack 4" to north edge (12" thick) 
 
6308 Surface Inspection 
      
No cracks observed 
6/4 6384 Surface Inspection 
      
No cracks observed 
  
Core (4.5" diameter) S7 C9 30.5 
  
20.5 No cracks observed 
  
Core (4.5" diameter) S7 C10 20 
  
21 Bottom-up crack 6" from south edge (12.25") 
  
Diagonal Crack S7 49 87 
 
134 47 Parallel to crack 43 on east edge 
6/10 8360 Longitudinal Crack S7 69 46 
  
53.5 Originated from crack 43 
6/14 8816 Surface Inspection 
      
No new cracks observed 
6/15 9044 Core S7 C11 44 
  
82.5 Bottom-up twisted on crack 44. Core 5.5" 
  
Core S7 C12 44 
  
145 Top-down just initiated on crack 69. Core 5.5" 
6/22 10716 No inspection 
       
6/23 11172 Diagonal Crack S7 79 61 34 
 
73 Parallel to crack 42 
  
Longitudinal Crack S7 80 31 
  
28 From crack 38 @ 62" from west edge 
  
Transverse Crack S7 81 12 
  






Figure 17 shows the peak tensile strains in Slab S8 on the primary axis and LTE (S) on 
the secondary axis as trafficking progresses.  LTE (S) for position 4 has been plotted for 
both west to east and east to west passes because position 4 corresponds to the case when 
the vehicle load is completely on Slab S8.  Additionally, the approximate times at which 
cracks became visible on the slab top surface are labeled.  The declining trend in peak 
strains is very similar to that for S7 from pass 0 to 6000.  From Table 10, the first crack 
that appears on the slab is transverse crack 37 which develops at the north edge of the 
slab and ends at the east edge of the slab at pass 5548.  On June 2 corner crack 45 and 
diagonal crack 46 both become visible on S8 at about pass 5928.  Crack 45 is at the 
northwest corner of slab S8 while crack 36 starts from the west edge of S8 and 
propagates to the north but not completely to the edge.  Similar to S7, as seen in Figure 8, 
the number of dowels available for load transfer relative to the track 0 carriage position is 
reduced from 14 to roughly 5 due to the formation of both cracks 45 and 46.  This is 
because cracks 45 and 46 split the wheels of the test vehicle, creating a discontinuity in 
the pavement relative to the joint and the location of the gages.  Furthermore, the position 
of crack 45 and crack 46 are not symmetrical as they approach the joint which can also 
create an unequal distribution of stresses at and through the joint when the vehicle crosses 
the joint.  This could explain why LTE (S) varies significantly between 0.20 and 0.40 as 
cracks 45 and 46 are forming and begins to drop below 0.0.20 at position 4 after the 
cracks become fully formed, regardless of direction.  From that point on, peak strains 





analyzed.  If the loading had continued past 11000 total passes, it is likely that cracking 
would have continued further and peak strains would have continued to decrease. 
 
Slab S12 
Figure 18 shows a similar plot illustrating peak strains, LTE (S) and crack formations for 
Slab S12.  There is far less deterioration in the slab; the peak strain only drops from in the 
range of 0.055-0.065 to roughly 0.04, a maximum drop of about 40%, after the first 3438 
total passes at which the first cracks become visible on the slab.  Additionally, the pattern 
of cracks on slab S12 is very different from that of S7 as S12 consists of only two 
longitudinal cracks whereas S7 had a mix of both longitudinal and transverse cracks.  
This can be attributed to the fact that S12 and S13 faced far fewer total passes, 5405 
opposed to 12675 passes for S7 and S8.  It can also be attributed to the fact that S7 and 
S8 located on the north side of MRC faced an abbreviated wander pattern featuring only 
wander tracks 0 to 4 directly over the inner slabs of the test section.  From Table 10, 
Longitudinal crack 20, which was identified as a bottom up crack, first becomes visible 
on the slab at pass 3438 on May 13 beginning at the west edge of S12 and ending mid-
span of the slab.  Longitudinal crack 21 then propagates completely from the end of crack 
20 to the east edge of S12.  The crack splits the wheels of a track 0 carriage position 
leaving roughly 11 dowels for load transfer north of the longitudinal crack and 3 to the 
south.  The location of the crack as it is forming in relation to the carriage could be the 
cause of the drop in LTE (S) for position 1 in the west to east direction below 0.25 as 
seen in Figure 18.  It could also be the cause of the scatter in LTE (S) as the range begins 





Table 10: Crack logs
35 







Description Location No. Width (x), in y, in 
6/1 5548 Surface Inspection       Long cracks observed on slabs S1 and S5 
  Diagonal Crack S8 37 57 79.5 106 60 Transverse crack from north to slab east 
 5816 Surface Inspection       Location for core drilling selected 
 5852 Surface Inspection       No new cracks observed 
6/2 5928 Core (4.5" diameter) S8 C6 69.5   48 Top-bottom crack 3.25" (12.25" thick slab) 
  Core (4.5" diameter) S8 C7 17   60 Top-bottom crack 3.5" (12.50" thick slab) 
 5928 Surface Inspection       No new cracks observed 
  Corner Crack S8 45 35.5 33.5   Slab NW corner 
  Diagonal Crack S8 46 110 30.5  61 Crack starts from west towards north edge 
6/7 6992 Transverse Crack S8 55 44.5   83 Between north edge and long crack 56 
  Longitudinal Crack S8 56 47  44.5 61 Between diagonal cracks 46 and 37 
  Diagonal Crack S8 46 110 30.5 19.5 61 Crack 46 extended towards north edge 
6/9 7904 Longitudinal Crack S8 63 87 89 87 114.5 From crack 46 to crack 37 







Description Location No. Width (x), in y, in 
5/13 3438 Longitudinal Crack S13 19 36 45 48 165 Bottom-up crack 
  Longitudinal Crack S12 20 47.5  44 91 Bottom-up crack 
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Figure 19 illustrates the peak strains, LTE (S) and time of crack formations for Slab S13.  
Similar to Slab S12, there is far less deterioration in the slab; the peak strain only drops 
from in the range of 0.050-0.055 to roughly 0.035, a maximum drop of about 45%, after 
the first 3438 passes at which the first cracks become visible on the slab.  The pattern and 
amount of cracking was similar to S12 as S13 also experienced fewer load cycles and a 
more dispersed wander distribution compared to Slabs S7 and S8.  From Table 10, 
bottom up crack 19 first becomes visible on the slab at 3428 passes on May 13 running 
the length of the slab from the west edge to the east edge of S13.  Although crack 19 
splits the dowels available for load transfer at the joint between S12 and S13, the crack is 
similar in position to those on the west side of the transverse joint on slab S12.  Again the 
load of the carriage is split by crack 19, but since the crack is at a similar location in 
reference to the joint as those on slab S12, there is a relatively uniform distribution and 
transfer of loads across the joint. As a result, LTE (S) still remains very high (above 0.25) 
as can be seen in Figure 19.  However, at roughly 2700 passes, the gages began to 
produce more anomalous responses which could indicate that crack 19 had become full 
depth.  This corresponds to roughly 700 passes before it has become visible on the slab.  
The delay between when approximately the crack develops in the slab determined from 
sensor readings to when it becomes visible on the slab surface is a similar phenomenon as 
noted by Brill and Guo
7
. The gages in this study are located at the bottom of the slab, thus 
decreases in peak strain readings from the gage could be attributed to development of 
bottom- up cracks in the slab. The phenomenon described earlier is likely due to a 





bottom of the slab until when the crack becomes fully developed to the slab surface. 
There can be some additional delay if cracks are not visually detected on slab surface 




































































The data from concrete strain gage sensors embedded in the CC2 MRC test sections on 
either side of the joints were analyzed.  The LTE (S) values at the joints before and after 
cracking has occurred in the slabs under NAPTV loading are determined using the strain 
profiles.  It is observed that the load transfer mechanism can sustain daily average LTE 
(S) values above 0.25 for NAPTV rolling wheel loads even as cracks form and peak 
strains decrease.  As cracks become fully formed in the slab, LTE (S) is found to drop 





















Analysis of NAPTF Full Scale CC6 Test Data 
 
4.1  Full scale testing at NAPTF 
As mentioned in chapter 1, the test items of CC6 consisted of six test items with three 
different flexural strengths, as well as two different bases. All test sections featured a 12 
inch PCC layer with varying flexural strength; the MRS-1 test section featured a low 
flexural strength (Design MOR ≈ 500 psi, lab measured MOR = 662 psi), the MRS-2 test 
section featured medium flexural strength (Design MOR ≈ 750 psi, lab measured MOR = 
763 psi) and the MRS-3 test section featured high flexural strength (Design MOR ≈ 1000 
psi, lab measured MOR = 1007 psi). The PCC layer on the north side of each test section 
was constructed over 6 inches of (P-403) asphalt stabilized base while the south side was 
constructed over 6 inches of (P-306) Econocrete stabilized base. The stabilized base of 
each test item was constructed over 10 inches of (P-154) manufactured screenings 
aggregate sub-base underlain by a clay subgrade with a CBR of 7. A typical transverse 
cross section is shown in Figure 20. Each test item section was 105 feet long and 60 feet 
wide, comprised of 24 slabs of size 15 feet x 15 feet. Similar to CC2, the slabs were 
designed such that, in the inner lanes, they were connected with steel dowels on all four 
sides. The slabs in the outer lanes were doweled on three sides, leaving free outer edges. 
The diameter and spacing of the dowel bars at the joints was 1in. and 12in., respectively. 
The slabs adjacent to the boundary of the MRS-1 and MRS-2 test sections and the 
boundary of the MRS-2 and MRS-3 test sections acted as transition slabs. The transverse 
joint at the boundary of the MRS-1 and MRS-2 test sections was a type A-1 reinforced 





sections was a Type A thickened edge isolation joint. Typical construction details for 
both isolation joint types are shown in Figure 21. Additionally, the first 15 feet (Station 
300’ to 315’) of the MRS-1 section and the last 15 feet (Station 600’ to 615’) of the 
MRS-3 test section also acted as transition sections and did not receive slab numbering. 
Slabs on the north portion of the CC6 test items are numbered from 1-38 and are denoted 
by “N” signifying north. Slabs on the south portion of the CC6 test items are numbered 
from 1-38 and are denoted by “S” signifying south. The numbering of slabs for the CC6 
test items are shown in Figure 22-Figure 24. 
 















Figure 21: Construction details for isolation joint types
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Traffic loading on the CC6 test items was applied by the National Airport Pavement Test 
Vehicle (NAPTV) with the same 66 discrete position wander pattern used during CC2 
mentioned in Chapter 3.  The test items were trafficked with a dual tandem NAPTV 
configuration as shown earlier in Figure 7.  Traffic on the CC6 test items began on July 8, 
2011 and ended on April 16, 2012. From July 8, 2011 to August 15, 2011 preliminary 
traffic tests with  a 44,000 lbs. wheel load and no wander was performed on the MRS-1 
north test items in order to induce and study top-down and bottom-up cracking in the 
PCC
37
.  Only 6 of the 10 slabs on this test item were trafficked during this period. Full 
trafficking on the entire CC6 test items began on August 30, 2011 and ended on 
December 20, 2011 at a wheel load of 45,000 lbs.  At this point, traffic on MRS-1 test 
items was discontinued as the pavement had been trafficked to failure.  The MRS-2 
(Medium flexural strength) and MRS-3 (high flexural strength) did not show any visual 
stress on the slab surface up to this point, thus load magnitude was increased.  The MRS-
2 and MRS-3 test items were then trafficked from December 27, 2011 to February 29, 
2012 at a wheel load of 52,000 lbs.  From February 29, 2012 to March 30, 2012 the 
MRS-2 test section continued to be trafficked at 52,000 lbs. per wheel while it was 
increased for MRS-3 to 70,000 lbs.  From March 30, 2012 until April 16, 2012 which 
was the last day of CC6 trafficking, both the MRS-2 and MRS-3 test items were 
trafficked at the final 70,000 lbs. per wheel load.  A summary of the traffic applied to 
each of the CC6 test items is presented in Table 11. 
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MRS-1 MRS-2 MRS-3 
7/8/11-
8/15/11 
* 44,000 6,790 0 0 
8/30/11-
12/20/11 
1-238 45,000 15,708 15,708 15,708 
12/27/11-
1/12/12 
239-286 52,000 0 3168 3168 
No Pass Data Analyzed After This Point in Trafficking 
1/13/12-
2/29/12 




52,000 0 6,798 0 
70,000 0 0 6,798 
3/30/12-
4/16/12 
509-558 70,000 0 3,300 3,300 
Total Passes: 22,498 36,828 36,828 
*Preliminary traffic tests (zero wander) on MRS-1N only 
 
4.2 CC6 Gage Overview 
The test items of CC6 at the NAPTF test facility consisted of six test items with three 
different flexural strengths, as well as two different stabilized base types underlain by 
crushed stone and a clay subgrade. This chapter focuses on the determination of LTE (S) 
and LTE (δ) from strain gages embedded in the test items and from HWD testing 
conducted at the NAPTF. LTE (S) of doweled joints during trafficking of the CC6 test 
items was determined from strain gages over three different date ranges as summarized in 
Table 12.  The total number of passes applied to the CC6 test items through the end of 
January was 18876 passes (end of wander 286).  Preliminary traffic tests, which included 
6790 passes conducted solely on the north MRS-1 test items, were excluded from this 
analysis.  As seen from Figure 22-Figure 24, concrete strain gages have been placed at a 





slabs or on only one side of the joint.  As mentioned in chapter 2, studies conducted by 
Brill et al. have shown that LTE can be estimated from paired gages on either side of the 
joint or from single gages if only one of the paired gages at a joint is functioning 
properly.  Thus, where available, LTE (S) has been determined by analysis of dual gages; 
otherwise, it has been determined by single gage method. Tracks that were closest to the 
sensor were selected for the analysis.  The tracks closest to sensors in the outer slabs are 
termed track “-1” for the north section and track “1” for the south section.  The track 
closest to the sensors in the inner slab was track “0” for both the north and south sections. 
Figure 25 illustrates the wheel paths for the track “-1”, track “1” and track “0” offsets 
used in this study in relation to the gages on the MRS-2 test item. 
 
 






Table 12: Summary of Gages Analyzed 
Test 
Section 





































-1 N/A ― ― ― 
Econocrete Dual 









0 N/A ― ― ― 





























































































0 N/A ― ― ― 














4.3 Summary of NAPTF CC6 Traffic Data 
Raw strain responses for CC6 test items were attained through personal communication 
with FAA personnel
35
.  Raw data is extracted from the program TenView provided by the 
FAA
11
 which allows the users to export responses from various gages to Microsoft Excel 
File format.  Table 13 shows the first 20 data recordings (0.05 second increments) for the 
typical Microsoft Excel data output for concrete strain gages 67-70 located at the 
transverse between slabs 8N and 9N of the MRS-2N test item. All data is time relative 
rendering time synchronization, as required in CC2, unnecessary.  It is seen that none of 
the gages read zero as would be expected when no load is applied on the slabs, as is the 
case for this selection of data.  The user must “zero” the raw strain data by taking a 
representative average of the portion when no load is being applied to the slab and 
subtracting this average from all data recordings in the entire record for that gage.  Figure 























Table 13: Raw strain responses for EG-67, 68, 69 and 70 (pass 477) 
DateTime 
Channel 26 Channel 27 Channel 28 Channel 29 









millistrain millistrain millistrain millistrain 
9/1/2011 7:41:45 AM 0.223229959 1.329123061 0.774970506 1.304433592 
9/1/2011 7:41:45 AM 0.223123031 1.328994941 0.77496579 1.304239423 
9/1/2011 7:41:45 AM 0.223127458 1.329123061 0.7750405 1.304433592 
9/1/2011 7:41:45 AM 0.223247042 1.329196951 0.774900512 1.304296722 
9/1/2011 7:41:45 AM 0.223247042 1.32927084 0.775180487 1.304228288 
9/1/2011 7:41:45 AM 0.223336907 1.329325103 0.775045224 1.304559357 
9/1/2011 7:41:45 AM 0.223225522 1.328921059 0.775035777 1.304170995 
9/1/2011 7:41:45 AM 0.223208441 1.328921059 0.774895803 1.304102567 
9/1/2011 7:41:45 AM 0.22329385 1.329068823 0.77496579 1.304170995 
9/1/2011 7:41:45 AM 0.223212875 1.329123061 0.774970506 1.304502026 
9/1/2011 7:41:45 AM 0.223225522 1.328994941 0.775035777 1.304376279 
9/1/2011 7:41:45 AM 0.223152766 1.329014595 0.774891094 1.30397687 
9/1/2011 7:41:45 AM 0.223233731 1.328738774 0.77495636 1.303919613 
9/1/2011 7:41:45 AM 0.223118606 1.32894072 0.774891094 1.304113713 
9/1/2011 7:41:45 AM 0.223208441 1.328921059 0.77496579 1.304170995 
9/1/2011 7:41:45 AM 0.223225522 1.329142705 0.774685842 1.304170995 
9/1/2011 7:41:45 AM 0.22333246 1.32934473 0.775180487 1.304296722 
9/1/2011 7:41:45 AM 0.223208441 1.329068823 0.775315725 1.304102567 
9/1/2011 7:41:45 AM 0.223273008 1.329379377 0.775329977 1.304685146 







Figure 26: Processed Strain response for EG-67, 68, 69 and 70 (pass 477) 
 
 
4.4 Determination of LTE (S) from Strain Gages 
Dual Gage Analysis 
Load transfer efficiency can be calculated using data collected by pairs of strain gages on 
both the top and bottom of the pavement at the same location.  There are two methods for 
calculating the load transfer efficiency.  The first method requires sensor readings from 
strain gages on each side of the joint, where the loaded strain value is the peak strain on 
the loaded slab and the unloaded strain is the corresponding strain on the unloaded slab.  
This method is known as dual gage analysis.  Figure 27 is an example of two 
corresponding gage responses as an isolation joint is trafficked by a dual tandem gear 
type.  The graph depicts the time period in which the load was applied above the sensor, 

































Figure 27: Typical Strain Profile for Dual Gage Analysis 
 
The two outside peaks represent the two positions where the load is only being applied to 
one slab.  The peak values for the loaded slab and the corresponding value for the 







.. = .15           (3) 
 
Where the unloaded strain, εunloaded, at 30.25 seconds into the pass is .0097 (millistrain) 
and the peak loaded strain, εloaded, at 30.25 seconds is .0492 (millistrain).   
 
Single Gage Analysis 
Dynamic LTE(S) is typically determined from paired strain gages but in some cases there 
































.  Figure 28 depicts a typical strain plot for single gage analysis.  It shows the peak 
strain, peak time, estimated unloaded strain and estimated unloaded time.  In 
Figure 26,  = 30.55 seconds and  = 30.25 seconds.  The modified procedure for 
calculating unloaded strain and LTE(S) is explained below.   
 
Figure 28: Typical Strain Profile for Single Gage Analysis (Strain gage ID: EG-151) 
 
LTE(S) can be determined by predicting when the load is no longer on the slab edge.  
Referring back to Figure 27, the transition from the polynomial to the linear trend in the 
unloaded slab occurs at the peak of the reading in the loaded slab. In Figure 26, the peak 
point  acts as the loaded strain, but the unloaded strain needs to be determined.  Before 
the peak point is reached, the trend is both linear and quadratic.  The point where the 
linear and quadratic portions meet is denoted as  and the time between  and  is 




 Brill, D.R. Field Verification of a 3D Finite Element Rigid Airport Pavement Model. Publication 

























denoted as ∆#.  By plotting all the strain values between points  − 3∆# and  the 
quadratic equation % = &'( + &( + * can be found.  Then by plotting all the strain 
values between  + 1 and  − 1 the linear equation % = +( + * can be found.  The 
actual unloaded strain time ∗, is the instance when the quadratic trend meets the linear 
trend. Finally, to calculate LTE the strain at ∗ must be divided by the sum of the strains 
at ∗ and .  Figure 29 shows an example plot of the linear equation and quadratic 
equation.   
 
Figure 29: Linear and Quadratic Plots for Single Gage Analysis 
 
The time period  and  can be found using the single gage plot and by subtracting  
from the ∆# value can be determined to plug into the quadratic and linear plots.   
- = 30.25., 0 = 30.55., ∆	# = .3., 3∆# = .9. 
By setting the two equations equal to each other, the actual unloaded strain time ∗ and 
the actual ∆# can be calculated.   
y = 0.1356x - 4.1022
R² = 0.9921

























. 0076( − .4447( + 6.5029 = .1356( − 4.1022 
∗ = ( = 30.3101., 6&#768	∆# = .24 
Then plugging the ∗ value into both the linear and quadratic equations, the unloaded 
strains are calculated.  
. 007630.3101 − .444730.3101 + 6.5029 = .00868 
. 135630.3101 − 4.1022 = .00868 
Using the calculated unloaded strain and the peak strain from Figure 26 the LTE of the 
gage is calculated.   
. 00868
. 045369 + .00868 ∗ 100% = 16.06% 
LTE can only be calculated for one position using the single gage analysis method, 
because the two peaks depicted in the plot of the single gage analysis are either position 1 
and 3 or position 2 and 4. Position 2 and 3 are peaks when the load is applied to both the 
approach and departure slab, which is why those positions are not analyzed for LTE(S).   
 
4.4.1 CC6 Stress Based Load Transfer Efficiency (LTE (S)) 
Doweled Joints 
Table 14 shows the average LTE(S) for each test item over four different periods of 
trafficking.  The first period includes passes 463 through 1386.  The next period contains 
the passes from 1387 through 2970.  The next two periods feature passes 15709 through 
16302 and passes 16303 through 18876.  The LTE(S) appears to be decreasing as 





position 1 by 0.03 on average.  A similar positional bias in LTE (S) was also found for 
LTE (S) of doweled joints on CC2 MRC.  The values for each of these sections, whether 
analyzed with dual gage analysis or single gage analysis methods, are shown in Table 14.   
Table 14: Dowel Joint LTE(S) Averages for All 6 Test Items for September 2011, 
December 2011, and January 2012 
































Dual 0.23 ― 0.20 ― ― ― ― ― 
Single ― ― ― ― ― ― ― ― 
Econocrete 
Dual 0.17 0.16 0.16 0.14 ― ― ― ― 
Single ― ― ― ― ― ― ― ― 
MRS-2 
Asphalt 
Dual 0.24 0.14 0.18 0.11 0.12 0.09 0.12 0.08 
Single 0.17 ― 0.17 ― 0.15 ― 0.15 ― 
Econocrete 
Dual 0.24 0.22 0.2 0.17 ― ― ― ― 
Single 0.20 ― 0.09 ― 0.03 ― 0.09 ― 
MRS-3 
Asphalt 
Dual 0.20 0.16 0.17 0.14 0.17 0.13 0.17 0.13 
Single 0.24 ― 0.21 ― 0.23 ― 0.24 ― 
Econocrete 
Dual 0.18 0.17 0.15 0.11 ― ― ― ― 
Single 0.18 ― 0.2 ― 0.17 ― 0.17 ― 
 
Isolation Joints 
Table 15 shows the LTE(S) averages for the two isolation joints over the two different 
stabilized bases.  For these isolation joints the LTE(S) averages appear to remain within 
0.05 of their starting values.  The exception here would be the reinforced isolation on 
both sub-bases, which shows LTE (S) much higher during passes 16303 to 18876.  For 





Additionally, LTE(S) is lower on the Econocrete sub-base, just as the results of the dowel 
joint analysis has shown.   
 
Table 15: Average LTE(S) of Isolation Isolation Joints for All 6 Test Items for 
September 2011, December 2011 and January 2012 
   































Asphalt Dual 0.14 0.13 0.10 0.15 0.12 0.19 0.09 0.26 
Econocrete Dual ― ― ― ― 0.11 0.18 0.05 0.3 
Thickened 
Asphalt Dual 0.19 0.14 0.14 0.13 ― ― ― ― 
Econocrete Dual ― 0.13 0.13 0.12 0.05 0.08 0.06 0.06 
Note: Only LTE (S) where both gages report accurate readings are presented 
 
4.4.2 Impact of Trafficking on LTE(S) 
As the trafficking progresses, LTE(S) is reduced and the scatter of data points increase.  
The reduction in LTE(S) is described in more detail in the following sections.   
Doweled Joints 
Figure 30 shows the average LTE(S) for doweled joints on the asphalt base.  The LTE(S) 
reduced the most during passes 463 through 2970 for MRS-2 doweled joints.  On the 
other hand, MRS-1 and MRS-3 doweled joints see more variation in LTE(S) over this 





1 declined by 0.04 on average, LTE(S) for MRS-2 declined by 0.08 on average and 
LTE(S) for MRS-3 declined by 0.06 on average.  By pass 15709, MRS-1 had already 
experienced cracking along the pavement so it was not tested upon.  MRS-2 continued to 
decrease through passes 15709-18876, while the variability increased.  MRS-2 LTE(S) 
was within a 0.15-0.23 range over passes 15709 through 18876.  At a single set of passes 
LTE(S) for MRS-2 could vary as much as 0.08 during passes 15709-18876.  MRS-3 
varied less through these passes with a range of 0.11-0.18.  The LTE(S) for MRS-3 only 
varied as much as 0.06 on a single set of passes.  The LTE(S) values between east to west 
passes were within 0.14 of the west to east passes for each of these test sections.  The 
vertical line in the center of the figure represents the period in which cracking occurred 
over MRS-1 and the loading was stopped.  Also during that period the load was increased 
by 15000lbs on MRS-2 and MRS-3. 
 








































































































































Figure 31 shows the average LTE(S) for doweled joints on the Econocrete base.  The 
LTE(S) decreases throughout passes 463 to 2970 for doweled joints in MRS-2 and MRS-
3.  Doweled joints in MRS-1, which had already been pre-loaded, did not decline in 
LTE(S) as much as that of MRS-2 or MRS-3.  LTE(S) in MRS-1 declined by 0.02 from 
pass 463 to 2970, LTE(S) in MRS-2 declined by 0.08 for the same passes and LTE(S) in 
MRS-3 declined by 0.07 through these passes as well.  As mentioned earlier, MRS-1 had 
not been loaded for passes 15709 through 18876 because of cracking.   
MRS-2 and MRS-3 had the load applied to them during these passes increased by 15000 
lbs per wheel.  Doweled joints in MRS-2, with the new load applied, began passes 15709-
18876 with LTE(S) values significantly lowered by 0.15.  The LTE(S) values of these 
joints then increased from pass 15709 to pass 18876 by around 0.08.  However, during 
the same period of passes (15709-18876), they varied as much as 0.07 between a two 
consecutive passes.  In addition, doweled joints on MRS-2 east to west passes had greater 
LTE(S) than west to east passes by as much as 0.11.  The LTE(S) of MRS-3 doweled 
joints remained within 0.11-0.17 from pass 15709 through 18876 and the east to west 
passes had lower LTE(S) than west to east passes by a maximum of 0.07.  The LTE(S) of 
MRS-3 varied by no more than 0.05 between a single set of passes. Again the vertical 
line in the figure represents the cracking period for MRS-1 and when the load was 







Figure 31: Change in LTE(S) for Doweled joints for Three South test Items from 475 
to 18863 passes  
 
Isolation Joints 
Figure 32 shows the average LTE(S) of the isolation joints for each of the sub-base 
sections.  This figure only spans the range of passes 15709 to 18876 and shows three of 
the four transition sections.  LTE(S) values for these isolation joints have greater ranges 
and variation than the doweled joints.   Each of the isolation joints do not see any real 
decline as trafficking progresses.   
Reinforced Isolated Joint 
The reinforced isolated joints, both on asphalt and Econocrete bases, had an average 
LTE(S) value of 0.16 with a range between 0.09-0.35 and 0.04-0.32, respectively.  
Between passes 15709 to 16302, the average LTE(S) for the reinforced joints are 0.15 










































































































16303 through 18876, average LTE(S) was 0.17 for both joint sections.  For these 
reinforced joints, pass direction had a large influence on LTE(S).  For the reinforced joint 
on the asphalt base, LTE(S) values were approximately 0.24 more when the loading 
passed east to west as compared to when the loading passes west to east.  The reinforced 
joint on the Econocrete base showed similar increase in the opposite direction, with west 
to east passes having LTE(S) values approximately 0.19 higher than east to west. 
Thickened Isolated Joint 
The thickened edge isolation does not appear to have a consistent decline in LTE(S).  The 
average LTE(S) was 0.06 and it varied between 0.01-0.18 over Econocrete base.  The 
thickened edge joints LTE(S) are 0.06 for the south section for passes 15709 through 
16302 and 0.06 for passes 16303 through 18876.  Pass direction also had a lesser effect 
on LTE(S) values for these isolation joints.  The thickened south section had LTE(S) 








Figure 32: Change in LTE(S) with Passes for Both Isolation Joint Types   
 
4.5 CC6 HWD Testing Overview 
The FAA performed non-destructive testing (NDT) at the NAPTF in order to characterize 
the structural properties of a pavement without causing damage.  The main type of NDT 
equipment used is an impulse type load test termed heavy falling weight deflectometer.  
A typical HWD test setup as in Figure 33 applies an impulse load on a 1ft diameter 
circular plate at load magnitudes similar to those of an aircraft tire. Peak deflections are 
measured by sensors located at 1ft increments away from center of impact of the loading 
plate. These deflections produced by the HWD form a deflection basin. Deflection basins 
from HWD tests conducted at the joint can be used to determine the LTE (δ) of that 





































































































































































The CC6 HWD testing plan along with the individual slab nomenclature can be seen in 
Figure 34. Center of slab locations are for use with back-calculation software.  Deflection 
basin data from the center of slab can be used to compute the stiffnesses of pavement 
layers.  Corner of slab locations are for use when examining curling/warping of the slabs.  
Also, many corner slab locations coincide with the placement of the vertical deflection 
(VDT) sensors for comparison reasons.  Joint slab locations are for use when examining 
load transfer efficiency.  In order to keep the HWD testing sequence from becoming 
prohibitively large, joint transfer efficiency testing was limited to one slab per test item at 
the NAPTF for CC6.  The slab chosen for each test item was the slab with the most 
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sensors embedded in the pavement.  This offers the opportunity to compare "more" HWD 
data with the response data collected prior to trafficking.  The joints analyzed, as 
presented in the following sections, were the transverse doweled joints located on all 
three MRS test sections, as well as the isolation joints forming the transition between 
adjacent sections. LTE (δ) was determined from HWD testing conducted throughout the 
year at the NAPTF on CC6 test items.  LTE (S) was only analyzed at slab locations 
ending in E (EAST) or W (WEST), shown in Figure 34, which are either transverse 
doweled or isolation joints. Additionally, LTE (δ) was only analyzed on using data 
collected on June 22nd, 2011 and September 22nd, 2011 as these were the only days that 









Figure 34: CC6 HWD Testing plan and Individual slab Nomenclature
11 
 





4.6 Determination of LTE (δ) from HWD Testing 
HWD tests are conducted mid-width at the edge of the slab and the deflections are 
measured across the joint on the adjacent slab.  
Table 16 shows the typical results of a HWD test conducted at the east edge of slab 27 on 
the north MRS-1 test section (27NE) on September 2
nd
.  The deflection measured at the 
center of the impact load is designated by (D0) and the simultaneous deflection measured 
on the other side of the joint is designated as (D2). In this scenario, (D0) would indicate 
loaded slab deflection while (D2) would indicate the unloaded slab deflection.  
 







D1 D0 D2 D3 D4 D5 D6 D7 
Location (ft.) 
-1 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 
Num lbf mils mils mils mils mils mils mils mils 
1 36348 10.4 12.71 8.47 6.85 5.87 5 5.5 5.01 
2 12368 3.59 4.4 2.9 2.46 2.02 1.68 1.42 1.17 
3 24486 7.08 8.65 5.83 4.83 4.01 3.37 2.81 2.38 
4 36718 10.23 12.55 8.63 7.22 5.95 4.96 4.15 3.46 
 
The deflection based load transfer efficiency can then be calculated for Impact Test 1 
(36,348lbf) using Equation 2, mentioned earlier in chapter 1, as seen below. LTE (δ) for 
the joint is found to be 0.66. The theoretical maximum LTE (δ) is 1.00 whereas 
theoretical maximum LTE (S) 0.50. LTE (δ) of 1.00 would indicate 100% load transfer 












4.6.1 LTE (δ) of Doweled Joints 
Figure 35 and Figure 36 show the results of two HWD tests conducted at the transverse 
doweled joint between Slabs 27N and 28N, with the load applied at the East edge of 27N 
and the west edge of 28N, respectively.  In each case, four impulse loads are applied, (1) 
at 36 kips, (2) at 12 kips, (3) at 24 kips and (4) again at 36 kips. At the instant the load is 
applied the simultaneous deflection is measured at 1 foot increments away from the load. 
The dashed line indicates the approximate location of the transverse joint. In either case, 
that the immediate deflection on either side at 1ft from the center of the load is relatively 
close in magnitude. This indicates that deflection is being transferred through the joint by 
way of the dowel. Additionally, the maximum deflection at 27NE (Figure 35) and 28NW 
(Figure 36) are relatively equivalent which is expected as both slabs are on the MRS-2 
test section and have the same stiffness. 
 
Figure 35: September 2
nd 





























Figure 36: September 2
nd 
HWD deflections at 28NW (doweled joint) 
 
Table 17-Table 19 show the LTE (δ) as determined by HWD testing for MRS-1, MRS-2 
and MRS-3 test section on June 22
nd
 and September 2
nd
.  HWD testing was only 
conducted on the transverse doweled joints located on the north test section as indicated. 
Table 20 shows the average LTE (δ) as determined by HWD testing for MRS-1, MRS-2 
and MRS-3 test section on June 22
nd
 and September 2
nd
. LTE (δ) decreased for each 
respective MRS test section from June 22
nd
 to September 2
nd
.  Effects due to temperature 
curling are negligible as the pavement temperature only varies from 80°F to 74°F from 
June 22
nd
 to September 2
nd 
and because dowels are implemented to negate these effects. 
Up until September 2
nd
, only the MRS-1N section had received significant traffic, thus it 
is strange to also see a decrease in LTE (δ) for the MRS-2 and MRS-3 section at this 
point.  However, moisture induced slab warping could be a possible cause of this change 



























section from MRS-1 to MRS-3.  This would indicate that LTE (δ) increases as pavement 
modulus of rupture increases. 
Table 17: LTE (δ) for north MRS-1 test section on June 22
nd
 and September 2
nd
 
22-Jun MRS-1    2-Sep MRS-1 
Load (lbf) 20NE 21NW 21NE 22NW    Load (lbf) 20NE 21NW 21NE 22NW 
12000 0.85 0.85 0.65 0.62    12000 0.44 0.52 0.52 0.61 
24000 0.83 0.82 0.67 0.64    24000 0.45 0.55 0.52 0.62 
36000 0.79 0.83 0.67 0.63    36000 0.47 0.57 0.52 0.62 
Average 0.83 0.83 0.66 0.63    Average 0.45 0.54 0.52 0.62 
Air (°F) 93 92 94 92    Air (°F) 84 85 84 86 
Pave (°F) 79 79 80 79    Pave (°F) 76 75 76 75 
 
 
Table 18: LTE (δ) for north MRS-2 test section on June 22
nd




   
2-Sep MRS-2 
Load (lbf) 27NE 28NW 28NE 29NW 
   
Load (lbf) 27NE 28NW 28NE 29NW 
12000 0.78 0.83 0.66 0.70 
   
12000 0.66 0.69 0.57 0.64 
24000 0.82 0.86 0.66 0.71 
   
24000 0.67 0.70 0.56 0.66 
36000 0.84 0.87 0.66 0.71 
   
36000 0.68 0.70 0.56 0.66 
Average 0.81 0.86 0.66 0.71 
   
Average 0.67 0.70 0.56 0.65 
Air (°F) 93 92 93 93 
   
Air (°F) 84 87 84 87 
Pave (°F) 79 78 79 78 
   










Table 19: LTE (δ) for north MRS-3 test section on June 22
nd




   
2-Sep MRS-3  
Load (lbf) 34NE 35NW 35NE 36NW 
   
Load (lbf) 34NE 35NW 35NE 36NW 
12000 0.74 0.75 0.82 0.83 
   
12000 0.65 0.73 0.70 0.66 
24000 0.75 0.77 0.82 0.83 
   
24000 0.65 0.75 0.72 0.68 
36000 0.75 0.77 0.82 0.82 
   
36000 0.65 0.74 0.72 0.68 
Average 0.75 0.76 0.82 0.82 
   
Average 0.65 0.74 0.71 0.67 
Air (°F) 92 93 92 93 
   
Air (°F) 83 87 82 87 
Pave (°F) 79 79 79 79 
   
Pave (°F) 75 74 75 74 
 
Table 20: Average LTE (δ) for all MRS test sections on June 22
nd




Section 22-Jun 2-Sep 
MRS-1N 0.74 0.53 
MRS-2N 0.76 0.65 
MRS-3N 0.79 0.69 
 
4.6.2 LTE (δ) of Isolation Joints 
Figures 35 and 36 show the results of two HWD tests conducted at the reinforced 
isolation joints between Slabs 25N (North) and 26N, with the load applied at the East 
edge of 25N and the west edge of 26N, respectively.  In either case, that the immediate 
deflection on either side at 1ft from the center of the load are not very close. The 
deflection separated by the joint (red line) on the adjacent slab is much smaller.  This 
indicates that deflection is being transmitted through the joint very minimally which is 





25NE (Figure 37) is greater than that of 26NW (Figure 38) which is expected as MRS-2 
is not as stiff as MRS-3. 
 
Figure 37: June 22
nd
 HWD deflections at 25NE (reinforced isolation joint) 
 
 
Figure 38: June 22
nd
 HWD deflections at 26NW (reinforced isolation joint) 
 
Table 21 and Table 22 show the LTE (δ) as determined by HWD testing conducted on 
June 22
nd
 and September 2
nd

















































respectively. HWD testing was conducted on the isolation joints located on both the north 
and south test section as indicated.   
Table 23 shows the average LTE (δ) as determined by HWD testing for the reinforced 
and thickened edge isolation joints on June 22nd and September 2
nd
. LTE (δ) decreased 
regardless of joint type from June 22
nd
 to September 2
nd
.  Again, effects due to 
temperature curling appear to be negligible as the pavement temperature only varies from 
80°F to 74°F from June 22
nd
 to September 2
nd
.  Additionally, LTE (δ) tended to be higher 
for the thickened edge joint compared to the reinforced joint and was generally higher 
when the joint was underlain by asphalt stabilized base compared to Econocrete. 
 
Table 21: LTE (δ) for reinforced isolation joint on June 22
nd
 and September 2
nd
 
22-Jun Reinforced Isolation 
   
2-Sep Reinforced Isolation 
Load (lbf) 6SE 7SW 25NE 26NW 
   
Load (lbf) 6SE 7SW 25NE 26NW 
12000 0.54 0.55 0.49 0.58 
   
12000 0.19 0.29 0.24 0.35 
24000 0.58 0.52 0.44 0.53 
   
24000 0.22 0.28 0.25 0.36 
36000 0.55 0.51 0.40 0.48 
   
36000 0.24 0.28 0.25 0.36 
Average 
 
0.55 0.52 0.44 0.53 
   Average 
 
0.21 0.28 0.24 0.36 
0.54 0.49 
   
0.25 0.30 
 
Table 22: LTE (δ) for thickened edge isolation joint on June 22
nd
 and September 2
nd
 
22-Jun Thickened Edge Isolation 
   
2-Sep Thickened Edge Isolation 
Load (lbf) 13SE 14SW 32NE 33NW 
   
Load (lbf) 13SE 14SW 32NE 33NW 
12000 0.49 0.46 0.59 0.62 
   
12000 0.31 0.26 0.39 0.37 
24000 0.49 0.37 0.56 0.59 
   
24000 0.32 0.25 0.37 0.36 
36000 0.47 0.34 0.51 0.54 
   
36000 0.33 0.24 0.36 0.37 
Average 
 
0.48 0.39 0.55 0.58 
   Average 
 
0.32 0.25 0.37 0.37 
0.44 0.57 







Table 23: Average LTE (δ) for all isolation joints on June 22
nd





N-Asphalt S-Econocrete N-Asphalt S-Econocrete 
Reinforced 0.49 0.54 0.30 0.25 
Thickened Edge 0.57 0.44 0.37 0.28 
 
4.7 Observed LTE (δ) of Isolation Joints 
Both HWD deflections and dynamic loading conditions show some apparent joint load 
transfer occurring at both the reinforced and thickened edge isolation joints.  This 
observed load transfer is unusual as these joints feature no explicit load transfer 
mechanism; thus design convention assumes no load transfer for these joints. Figure 39 
shows typical HWD deflections for drops conducted at both and thickened edge isolation 
joint and a typical doweled joint. The doweled joint minimizes deflections on the loaded 
slab by transferring some of the load (inherently deflection) through the dowel to the 
adjoining unloaded slab.  The thickened edge isolation joint does not have any type of 
load transfer mechanism; thus the deflections on the loaded slab are higher for drop 
26NW compared to that of 29NW.  Although the unloaded slab deflections for the 
thickened edge isolation drop 26NW are less than that of the doweled joint drop 29NW 
as expected, the unloaded slab should show little or no deflection at all; however, this is 
not the case.  It is possible that because both the asphalt and stabilized base is so stiff, it 
acts as one continuous layer and deflects due to the application of the HWD load on the 
loaded slab as shown in Figure 40.  The unloaded slab bends under its own self weight as 
it maintains contact with the stabilized base.  These observed deflections are a result of 







Figure 39: HWD deflections for joints 26NW and 29NW on September 2, 2011 
 
 

































































The data from concrete strain gage sensors embedded in the CC6 test sections on either 
side of the joints were analyzed.  The LTE (S) values at the joints, before and after 
cracking has occurred in the slabs, under NAPTV loading is determined from strain 
profiles using either the dual or single gages method, where applicable.  The LTE (δ) of 
both doweled and isolation joints, has been determined from HWD testing conducted on 
the test items. It is observed that the load transfer mechanism yields doweled joint LTE 
(S) in the range of 0.15-0.30 for CC6 test items at early stages in trafficking by the 
NAPTV rolling wheel loads. Isolation joints had significantly lower LTE (S) than that of 
doweled joints as is expected for isolation joint types. In any case, as trafficking 
progressed, LTE (S) of both doweled and isolation joint types were significantly lower 
than 0.25 used for design.  Dowel joint average LTE (δ) was in the range of 0.74-0.79 for 
all CC6 test sections on June 22 and was found to decrease considerably in the range of 
0.53-0.69 on September 2, later in trafficking.  Average LTE (δ) of reinforced isolation 
was found to be in the range of 0.49-0.54 while thickened edge isolation type was found 
to be in the range of 0.44-0.57 on June 22.  In either case, LTE (δ) was found to drop 
significantly as low as 0.25-0.37. However, the observed apparent load transfer is most 
likely due to the unloaded slab (as the base deflects due to the HWD load) bends under its 
own self weight.  These observed deflections are a result of the self-weight of the slab 









Comparison of Dual and Single Gage Analysis of NAPTF Sensor Data 
 
5.1 Methods to Determine LTE (S) from Strain Gages 
Current methods for mechanistic evaluation of rigid pavements using full scale test data 
outline a single and dual gage approach for evaluating stress-based load transfer 
efficiency (LTE (S)) at the transverse joints.  As mentioned in chapter 4, the single gage 
method can be very useful for joints where only a single gage is located or where dual 
gages are located, but only one of the gages is producing accurate responses. 
Additionally, the installation and monitoring of gages is expensive; therefore, the ability 
to accurately calculate the stress-based load transfer efficiency based on a single gage 
will provide an impetus to several resource starved agencies to monitor the performance 
of the joint without the need to install two gages. Both methods have produced similar 
estimations of LTE (S) for single axle carriages; however, it is unknown if this approach 
yields similar results for multi axle carriages. In this study LTE(S) was determined based 
on a single gage for multi-axle carriages. The analysis was conducted on CC2 and CC6 
test items. The LTE(S) calculated based on a single gage was then compared with those 
calculated with the dual gage. 
 
5.1.1 CC2 
Dual gage and single gage analysis was performed on MRC-N, MRC-S, MRG-S and 
MRS-S to determine the accuracy of single gage analysis on CC2 LTE(S). Only a select 





throughout full duration of trafficking. More information on the gages analyzed, exact 
gage locations and load magnitude can be found earlier in chapter 3. Figure 41 shows the 
comparison between dual and single gage results for only MRC-N and MRC-S. Only 
MRC-N and MRC-S were trafficked side by side with a dual tandem configuration, thus 
yielding the only comparison of North and South gages.  The plots show that most of the 
data points fall below the line of equality indicating that the single gage analysis would 
tend to under predict joint LTE (S) and is inherently conservative.  The average error of 
LTE (S) between single and dual gage analysis for MRC-N was 19% and the average 
error for MRC-S was 24%.  Figure 42 shows the comparison between dual and single 
gage results for MRC, MRG and MRS on the south side of the CC2 test sections.  Again 
only the South side of the test section was completely trafficked by a dual tandem 
configuration, thus all three south test sections can be compared as strain responses are 
similar.  The average error of LTE (S) between single and dual gage analysis for MRG-S 
was 28% while MRS-S was 24%. In general, it would seem that single gage 













Figure 42: Comparison of Dual Gage LTE(S) and Single Gage LTE(S) for MRC-S, 























































To determine the accuracy of single gage analysis on CC6, LTE(S) was calculated using 
single gage and dual gage analysis on MRS-2 and MRS-3 doweled joints. Only a select 
number of passes were analyzed at both the beginning and end of trafficking at each day 
throughout full duration of trafficking.  More information on the gages analyzed, exact 
gage locations and load magnitude can be found earlier in chapter 4. Comparison could 
not be conducted on MRS-1 as paired gages showed anomalous readings thus rendering 
LTE (S) determination unreliable. The data fits the line of equality very well indicating 
that single gage method was very comparable to dual gage method. In fact, the largest 
percent error between dual gage and single gage was only 6% for MRS-2 and 4.5% for 
MRS-3 (Figure 43).  
 































5.1.3 CC2 vs. CC6 Results 
As mentioned, there is a distinct difference when LTE (S) single gage approximation 
method is used for CC2 compared to CC6.  In general single gage determination of LTE 
(S) for CC2 is approximately 20-30% conservative compared to dual gage results; 
whereas CC6 results were very compatible with all results within 6% for either method. 
The under estimation of single gage method for CC2 can be attributed to the distinct 
difference in shape of the CC2 strain gage responses profiles in comparison to CC6.  
Figure 44 shows the typical strain response for strain gages EG-67 and EG-70 located on 
the north MRS-2 test section of CC6.  It is seen that the approximate point at which the 
strain response for EG-70 transitions from the quadratic to linear region (- see chapter 
2) is quite discernible.  The stiffness of the MRS-2 PCC and stabilized base layer is so 
high that the point at which the initiation of load transfer from loaded slab to unloaded 
slab is quite abrupt.  Thus, when conducting regression analysis to find the actual 
unloaded strain time ∗, it is found that  and ∗ agree very well resulting in an accurate 
approximation of LTE (S) from single gage.  Figure 45 shows the typical strain response 
for strain gages CSG-5 and CSG-7 located on the MRC north test section of CC2. In this 
case, the point at which the CSG-7 strain response transitions from quadratic to linear is 
less clear.  From this type of strain response, when conducting single gage analysis, ∗is 
often found to occur before  resulting in a slighltylower approximated unloaded strain 
which yields an underestimation of joint LTE (S).  Because this pavement is on a 
granular base with significantly lower stiffness compared to stabilized base types, 






Figure 44: EG-67 & 70 strain response from CC6 MRS-2 north test section (Pass 477) 
 
 

























































5.2 Gage Response Time Lag 
Prior analysis conducted by on CC2 test gage data was synchronized for LTE(S) 
computations by a method proposed by Wadkar
13
.  This method was proposed for paired 
gage data that was not time relative to one another.  Therefore, synchronization depended 
on the speed of the test vehicle and the CSG location.  LTE (S) was then computed from 
the synchronized strain records for the MRC test item.  Knowledge of the axle 
configuration and the speed of the test vehicle were used to determine the reliability 
criterion.  Based on the CSG location along the wheel path, the order of strain gage 
excitation can be easily established.  The following reliability criteria to evaluate quality 
of the data were developed:  
1. Under a dual axle configuration, which is the case for CC2 (subsequently CC6), 
the strain gage must have two distinct peak values. 
2. The time lag between two peaks must be equal to the time required for the vehicle 
to travel a distance equal to the axle spacing. 
3. The timing of peaks, the sequence of occurrence of peaks of two different strain 
records must be consistent with the CSG location. 
However, new information has come to light regarding the ability to query time relative 
strain gage data from the NAPTF CC2 online database.  Accessing this database requires 
some knowledge of structured query language (SQL) commands.  A user with sufficient 
knowledge of SQL language can obtain, with the proper command prompt, raw strain 
gage data for CC2 that is time stamped.  Such a command prompt has been shown earlier 





transverse and longitudinal position as well as peak strains for each gage as trafficked 
during passes 6415 and 6416. 
Table 24: Detailed strain response for CSG-5 and CSG-7 for passes 6415 and 6416 
Pass Direction Pass 6415 Pass 6416 
Gage CSG-5 CSG-7 CSG-7 CSG-5 
Transverse Position (ft.) -10 -10 -10 -10 
Longitudinal Position (ft.) 354.75 355.25 355.25 354.75 
First Peak (1st wheel) 9.9 10.2 14.9 15.25 
Second Peak (2nd wheel) 11.15 11.5 16.2 16.55 
 
From Table 2, we can calculate the theoretical speed of the test vehicle from a single 
gage as it becomes excited under loading. For CSG-5 the theoretical speed of the test 
vehicle can be calculated as seen below: 
 
0<<= = >?@A	BCDEFGHEIA	JK	BADJFL	MACNOHEIA	JK	PEQRS	MACN   (5) 
0<<= = .TKS''.'TRO.R =
U.KS
R = 2.59+0ℎ    (6) 
 
The resulting speed corresponds closely with the actual speed of the test vehicle under 
trafficking of 2.5mph.  When the same is conducted for other gages or passes the results 
are in the 2.5±0.1mph range.  The same can be done for peaks between consecutive gages 
based upon the spacing of the gages and the time between peaks for consecutive paired 
gages as seen for CSG-5 and CSG-7 below: 
 
0<<= = WCGA	BCDEFGXHEIA	JK	PEQRS	MACN	YBWOZOXHEIA	JK	PEQRS	MACN	YBWOTZ  (7) 
0<<= = .TKS'.RO.R =
'.[KS






From this example the vehicle appears to be theoretically traveling slower than under 
actual trafficking.  When the same is conducted for other cases of consecutive peaks the 
results are in the 1.2±0.1mph range.  This would seem to indicate that the peak responses 
from consecutive gages do not necessarily occur as the center of the axle passes over the 




 criteria, the known vehicle speed under trafficking 
(2.5mph = 3.67ft/s), and the gage spacing (0.5 ft) the time lag should be 0.136 sec which 
is considerably lower, approximately 0.164 sec,  than that found in the example of 0.3 sec 
(10.2-9.9sec). In general, the time lag for CC2 seems to vary in the range of 0.3-0.35 sec 
which is primarily due to the recording increments of the strain gages which is in 0.05 sec 
increments. As a result, any determination of LTE (S) by the synchronization method 
proposed by Wadkar would yield an over prediction of LTE (S). 
 
The same analysis was carried out for gages paired gages located on the test items of 
CC6. The theoretical speed of the test vehicle from a single gage as it becomes excited 
under loading indicates that the vehicle is traveling in the range of 3±0.1mph which is 
close to the actual vehicle speed of 3mph under trafficking. When the vehicle speed is 
determined from peaks between consecutive gages based upon the spacing of the gages 
and the time between peaks for consecutive paired gages, the vehicle is found to be 
moving at a theoretical speed in the range of 1.25±0.1mph. In general, the time lag for 
CC6 seems to vary in the range of 0.25-0.30s, again which is primarily due to the 
recording increments of the strain gages which is in 0.05 sec increments. Based upon 
Wadkar’s 2
nd





the gage spacing (0.5 ft.) the time lag should be 0.114 sec which is considerably lower, 




Current methods for evaluation of rigid pavements using full scale test data outline a 
single and dual gage approach for evaluating stress-based load transfer efficiency (LTE 
(S)) at the transverse joints.  Results from both methods have been compared for both 
CC2 and CC6 test items.  It was seen for CC2 that the single gage analysis would tend to 
under predict joint LTE (S) in the range of 5-45% and is inherently conservative.  It was 
seen for CC6 that the single gage analysis was comparable to predictions of joint LTE (S) 
by dual gage analysis as the maximum percent difference was 6%.  Analysis of CC2 and 
CC6 strain gage data has also shown the presence of a time lag indicating that would 
seem to indicate that the peak responses from consecutive gages do not necessarily occur 
as the center of the axle of a dual tandem carriage passes over the gage.  As a result, the 
method of synchronization presented by Wadkar would seem to over predict joint LTE 



















Backcalculation of CC6 Pavement Modulus throughout Trafficking 
 
6.1 Layered Elastic Analysis (LEAF) 
As mentioned in chapter 4, HWD testing was conducted on the CC6 test items which 
produce deflection basins that can be used to back calculate the stiffness of pavement 
structure based on theoretical mechanical responses.  BAKFAA, a backcalculation 
program developed by the FAA uses layered elastic analysis (LEAF) and minimizes the 
sum of the squares of difference between the measured and computed deflections.  The 
computer program LEAF is based on the idealized multi-layered half-space with a 
circular load applied at the surface. The bottom layer is assumed to have an infinite depth 
and the load acting on the surface is of uniform pressure distribution. The axis system 
acts about the center of the circular load distribution, about which mechanical responses 
can be computed in an infinite disk and half-space with respect to radius r, depth z, and 
angle to the horizontal plane θ.  The mechanical responses which can then be computed 
using linear elastic analysis include vertical stress σz, radial stress σr, tangential stress σt, 
vertical-radial shear stress τzr, vertical deflection w, and radial deflection u. Each 
mechanical response can be derived from the compatibility equation for linear elastic 



















]_^`ab, c                               (9) 
where: 
z = vertical axis, positive downwards 





Further derivation would allow for cases where the body forces vary with radius r or 
depth z from the axis. Figure 46 shows the nomenclature and coordinates used in order to 
evaluate responses at a specific location under a circular plate load. 
 




a = tire contact radius 
r = evaluation point radius 
z = depth from the top of the evaluation layer 
hi = height of evaluation layer 
 
LEAF also allows for relative horizontal movement between layers at an interface by 
assuming a uniformly distributed shear spring joins the layers.  The spring acts in the 




 Hayhoe, G. LEAF – A New Layered Elastic Computational Program for FAA Pavement Design and 





radial direction and connects elements on either side of the interface and resists relative 
radial displacement across the interface. 
 
6.2 Backcalculation of CC6 Test Sections using BAKFAA 
Current BAKFAA Version 2.0 released in May 2012, allows the user to perform 
pavement backcalculations by minimizing the root mean square difference between 
vertical pavement surface deflections measured from center of slab HWD drops and those 
computed by LEAF
42
.  The program allows for a variable 10 layer pavement structure of 
different moduli, Poisson’s ratio, interface parameter and thickness with the bottom layer 
being of infinite stiffness and thickness (bedrock).  Typical “seed” values for pavement 
modulus along with Poisson’s ratio as suggested in FAA Advisory Circular (AC) 
150/5370-11B for commonly used pavement materials are shown in Table 25 and Table 
26, respectively
40
.  Pavement thicknesses can either be determined from construction 








 Federal Aviation Administration, "Documents and Downloads page," 2012. [Online]. Available: 
http://www.airporttech.tc.faa.gov/naptf/download/BAKFAA/BAKFAA%2020%20Setup20120510.zip. 





Table 25: Typical Modulus Values and Ranges for Paving Materials
40 
Material 
Low Value, psi 
(MPa) 
Typical Value, psi 
(MPa) 
High Value, psi 
(MPa) 
Asphalt concrete 70,000 (500) 500,000 (3,500) 2,000,000 (14,000) 
Portland cement 
concrete 
1,000,000 (7,000) 5,000,000 (35,000) 9,000,000 (60,000) 
Lean-concrete base 1,000,000 (7,000) 2,000,000 (14,000) 3,000,000 (20,000) 
Asphalt-treated base 100,000 (700) 500,000 (3,500) 1,500,000 (10,000) 
Cement-treated base 200,000 (1,400) 750,000 (5,000) 2,000,000 (14,000) 
Granular base 10,000 (70) 30,000 (200) 50,000 (350) 
Granular subbase or 
soil 
5,000 (30) 15,000 (100) 30,000 (200) 
Stabilized soil 10,000 (70) 50,000 (350) 200,000 (1,400) 
Cohesive soil 3,000 (20) 7,000 (50) 25,000 (170) 
 
  Table 26: Typical Poisson’s Ratios for Paving Materials
40 
Material Low Value High Value 
Asphalt concrete or asphalt-treated base 0.25 0.40 
Portland cement concrete 0.10 0.20 
Lean concrete or cement-treated base 0.15 0.25 
Granular base, subbase, or soil 0.20 0.40 
Stabilized soil 0.15 0.30 









6.2.1 Structural Properties of CC6 
Full scale trafficking was conducted by the FAA at the NAPTF on CC6 rigid pavement 
test items from summer of 2011 until the spring of 2012.  The CC6 test items were 
designed on two different stabilized base types, Econocrete and Asphalt underlain by a 
medium strength subgrade.  Figure 47 shows the slab layout of the CC6 section while the 
structural properties used for initial back calculation of pavement stiffness’s are presented 
in Table 27. 

















4,000,000 500 (662) 0.20 1.0 12 
PCC Slab 
(MRS-2) 
6,300,000 750 (763) 0.20 1.0 12 
PCC Slab 
(MRS-3) 
9,000,000 1000 (1007) 0.20 1.0 12 
Subbase 1N 
(Asphalt) 
500,000 ― 0.40 1.0 6 
Subbase 1S 
(Econocrete) 
750,000 ― 0.25 1.0 6 
Subbase 2 
(P-154) 
51,400 ― 0.40 1.0 10 
Subgrade 
(Clay CBR 7-8) 
10,300 ― 0.40 1.0 144 








Figure 47: Slab layout of CC6 test section 
 
The seed moduli used for initial back calculation of the PCC was estimated from their 
respective design target modulus of rupture. Flexural testing of lab cured samples 
indicated that MOR for MRS-1, MRS-2 and MRS-3 were 662 psi, 763 psi and 1007 psi 
exceeding the target design value of 500 psi, 750 psi and 1000 psi
10
.  The expected 




dQ = 43.5 \efgg'h ` + 488.5     (10) 
where: 
Mr = PCC modulus of rupture, (psi) 
EPCC = PCC elastic modulus, (psi) 
 
The resulting elastic modulus based upon this relationship was 4 million psi, 6.3 million 
psi and 11.9 million psi for MRS-1, MRS-2 and MRS-3 respectively.  The modulus of 
MRS-3 was slightly high but not unrealistic considering the MOR was 1000 psi.  This 





seed modulus of 9 million psi was used for MRS-3 as it is the maximum that is 
recommended for back calculation
40
.  FAARFIELD, the FAA mechanistic design 
procedure for airfield pavements, recommends a design modulus of 400,000 psi and 
700,000 psi for Asphalt and Econocrete stabilized base, respectfully
36
.  However, these 
design values are inherently conservative, thus the average modulus recommended for 
back calculation in FAA (AC) 150/5370-11B for asphalt (500,000 psi) and Econocrete 
(750,000 psi) was used
40
.  The elastic moduli of the P-154 subbase and clay subgrade 
were determined from California Bearing Ratio (CBR) and plate load tests conducted on 
the in-situ paving material during construction of CC6. The modulus of the clay subgrade 
is calculated using equation 11
40
. 
 = 1500 × jkl       (11) 
 
The equivalent modulus of the combined P-154 and clay subgrade is determined from the 




 = 26 × m'.     (12) 
 
 
The modulus of the P-154 layer can then be back calculated using the equation for 











]U    (13) 
where: 
k = modulus of sub-grade reaction (pci) 
E = elastic modulus of slab, (psi) 
Eeq = equivalent elastic modulus of layered section, (psi) 
E1, E2 = elastic modulus of slab, (psi) 
h1, h2 = thickness of layers (in.) 
 
Nearly all modulus and Poisson Ratio values fall within the ranges of seed values 
recommended in FAA Advisory Circular (AC) 150/5370-11B for commonly used paving 
materials
40
.  However, the seed moduli used for the P-154 subbase and the clay subgrade 
as determined from CBR and plate load tests were higher than the maximum seed value 
recommended in FAA Advisory Circular (AC) 150/5370-11B
40
.  The P-154 was found to 
be 51,400 psi which is higher than 30,000 psi recommended for granular subbase in FAA 
Advisory Circular (AC) 150/5370-11B as well as 40,000psi used for design in 
FAARFIELD
36
.  The interface value used for this analysis was the fully bonded condition 
of 1.0 which is the commonly used assumption.  The actual interface parameter may lie 
between the fully bonded case of 1.0 and the case of no bonding of 0
20
. 
6.2.2 Back-calculation to Determine Baseline Elastic Modulus (Prior to Traffic) 
BAKFAA version 2.0 was used to determine a baseline back calculated elastic modulus 
for each of the CC6 test sections.  Thus all four layers, the PCC, the stabilized base, the 





conducted from HWD drops conducted at the center of interior slabs along the entire 
length of CC6.  The heaviest HWD load is commonly used for back calculation of rigid 
slabs
20
. Both the seating and actual 36,000lbs HWD drops were used for back calculation 
and the resulting moduli of each layer were averaged for the two drops.  On the north test 
section these slabs included 20N through 25N on MRS-1, 26N through 32N on MRS-2 
and 33N through 38N on MRS-3.  On the south test section these slabs included 1S 
through 6S on MRS-1, 7S through 13S on MRS-2 and 14S through 19S on MRS-3 
(Figure 47). Table 28 shows the initial average back calculated modulus of the pavement 
layers for each of the CC6 test sections prior to trafficking. Table 29 shows the 
coefficient of variation for back-calculated results of each test section. 
Table 28: Average back-calculated layer elastic moduli of CC6 test sections prior to 
trafficking 
Layer 
MRS-1 MRS-2 MRS-3 
North                      
(psi) 
South                           
(psi) 
North                
(psi) 
South                   
(psi) 
North                     
(psi) 
South                          
(psi) 
PCC 5,017,000 5,400,000 8,082,000 8,300,000 7,067,000 9,400,000 
Stabilized base 524,000 1,013,000 472,000 820,000 504,000 827,000 
P-154 Subbase 120,000 133,000 116,000 139,000 120,000 132,000 













Table 29: Coefficient of variation of layer elastic moduli of CC6 test sections prior to 
trafficking 
Coefficient of Variation (%) 
Layer 
MRS-1 MRS-2 MRS-3 
North South North South North South 
PCC 4% 18% 12% 17% 18% 12% 
Stabilized base 14% 24% 6% 37% 29% 17% 
P-154 Subbase 21% 22% 14% 44% 30% 20% 
Clay Subgrade 7% 12% 4% 8% 5% 8% 
 
From Table 28, the average backcalculated asphalt stabilized base was within ±5% of the 
expected modulus of 500,000 psi while the average back-calculated Econocrete stabilized 
base was within 9% to 35% of the expected modulus of 750,000 psi, depending on test 
section.  However, despite the variability, all stabilized base moduli fall within the 
acceptable range specified in (AC) 150/5370-11B for both asphalt and Econocrete
40
.  The 
average back-calculated P-154 modulus before trafficking was generally 23% to 54% 
higher than that determined from plate load testing of the in-situ soil, depending on test 
section.  All values were higher than those recommended by (AC) 150/5370-11B for 
granular subbase
40
.  The average back-calculated clay subgrade modulus before 
trafficking was generally 36% to 66% higher than that determined from plate load testing 
of the in-situ soil, depending on test section.  All values were higher than that determined 
from CBR but were close to the maximum 15,000 psi modulus recommended for clay 
subgrade in (AC) 150/5370-11B
40
. In general, back calculation indicates the in-situ PCC 





during construction.  This is common, as back calculation often leads to an 
overestimation of actual in-situ pavement properties
20
. 
6.2.3 PCC Backcalculation During Trafficking-CC6 Profile 
Analysis of raw deflection of slabs from each test section was conducted as trafficking 
progressed to characterize the deterioration that occurred in the pavement structure.  
Figure 48  shows the typical raw deflections for the pavement structure; in this case of 
slab 3S (refer to Figure 47  for slab layout) located on the MRS-1 south test section as 
trafficking progressed.  The deflections are seen to increase as trafficking progressed on 
the slab up to 15,000 passes.  However, the percent increase in deflection as trafficking 
progressed decreases as the measurements move away from the 36 kip impulse HWD 
load.  There is a 13% increase in deflections at location 0in (directly under application of 
load) from pass 0 to 15000 whereas there is only a 4.7% increase at location 72in 
(farthest from the application of load) over that same duration.  Due to the way the load is 
transferred through the layer; the load is distributed conically outwards from the center of 
the load (cone of distribution), The deflection in the sensors furthest away from the center 
of the HWD load are influenced more by the properties of the lower layers.  At the 
sensors closer to the application of the HWD load, more layers influence the response.  
The degree of influence of each layer on the response in a given sensor depends on the 
stiffness and thickness of each layer.  Because there is a 13% increase in deflections 
directly under application of load over the15000 passes compared to only a 4.7% increase 
at the location farthest from the application of load, it is likely that the stiffness of only 
the top one or two layers of the pavement are changing.  Considering that the stiffness of 





as thick, it is a reasonable to assume that most of the increase in deflections is coming 
from a decrease in elastic modulus of the PCC layer.  Therefore, as trafficking 
progressed, in subsequent backcalculation the substructure moduli of all layers under the 
PCC were locked to the average back-calculated layer moduli prior to trafficking as 
shown in Table 28.  This assumption neglects deterioration or densification that might 
occur during under trafficking and it is consistent with the change in the shape of the 
deflection basin as traffic progresses. 
 
Figure 48: Change in raw HWD deflection on slab 3S of MRS-1 as trafficking 
progressed 
 
Figure 49 shows a typical plot of slab 23N (MRS-1N) after 1386 passes which illustrates 
the ability of BAKFAA to reduce the root mean square (RMS) error between deflections 
measured in the field and those predicted by LEAF. For this particular slab, the root mean 
square error was found to be 0.0925mils.  This RMS was achieved by allowing only the 
PCC surface layer elastic modulus to change after all lower layer moduli had been 



























Increasing deflection at 





(i.e. deterioration) is due to deterioration in the PCC slab.  The results after 15000 passes 
indicated that average RMS error was 0.482 mils, 0.219 mils, 0.215 mils, 0.442 mils, 
0.204 mils and 0.376 mils for MRS-1N, MRS-2N, MRS-3N, MRS-1S, MRS-2S and 





Figure 49: Measured and backcalculated deflections for slab 23N 
 
The CC6 test section at the NAPTF runs from Station 300 ft to 600 ft and is divided into 
105ft sections for MRS-1, MRS-2, and MRS-3. MRS-1 runs from 300 ft to 405 ft, MRS-
2 405 ft to 510 ft and MRS-3 510 ft to 615 ft.  A complete layout of the CC6 test section 
including slab locations can be found in Figure 47.  Figures 46 and Figure 51 show the 
backcalculated modulus of the PCC on both the north and south side along the profile of 




























Figure 50: Modulus of North side PCC layer along profile of CC6 
 
 
Figure 51: Modulus of South side PCC layer along profile of CC6 
 
As expected, the back-calculated elastic modulus tends to increase as MOR increases 
(MRS-1 to MRS-2 to MRS-3).  However, the back-calculated elastic modulus for MRS-2 
is fairly close to that of MRS-3 regardless of stabilized base type.   In fact, Table 30 














































































on the north side throughout trafficking.  On the south side, MRS-3 modulus is found to 
be initially higher before trafficking.  However, both MRS-2 and MRS-3 modulus 
decrease thereafter and become fairly similar in the range of 5.7 to 6.6x10
6
 psi as 
trafficking progresses.  Based upon the assumption that both elastic modulus (E) and 
flexural strength (MOR) are directly related and vary together, this would be unexpected 
as MRS-3 was designed to have a higher modulus of rupture (1000 psi versus 750 psi) 
and inherently higher modulus of elasticity compared to MRS-2.  However, in this 
instance, although MRS-2 and MRS-3 have different flexural strengths (MOR) it is very 
likely that the actual elastic moduli of the two layers were quite similar in value. This is 
because the elastic modulus of the PCC layer is closely related to the aggregate type used 
and both MRS-2 and MRS-3 used the same aggregate type shown in Table 8. Whereas 
the higher flexural strengths were achieved by increasing the cement factor in each 
respective MRS test section
35
. Additionally, backcalculation indicates that PCC modulus 
is consistently higher on the south side versus north side throughout trafficking, 
irrespective of test section.  This would indicate that the south side underwent less 
deterioration under trafficking.  This is expected as the Econocrete stabilized base on the 
south side was found to have a back-calculated modulus ranging from 850,000 psi to 
1,100,000 psi.  This is significantly stiffer, in the range of 43%-53%, than that of the 
asphalt stabilized base which was found to have a back-calculated modulus ranging from 






Table 30: Average PCC elastic modulus of CC6 test sections under trafficking 
PCC Elastic Modulus (million psi) 















MRS-1N 5.02 7% 3.73 20% 3.52 26% 3.97 29% 
MRS-2N 8.08 9% 6.60 17% 6.17 17% 6.26 27% 
MRS-3N 7.07 21% 5.79 23% 5.68 24% 5.95 27% 
MRS-1S 5.40 18% 4.50 26% 4.28 29% 4.26 32% 
MRS-2S 8.30 20% 7.06 21% 7.71 23% 7.31 24% 
MRS-3S 9.35 16% 5.89 47% 7.38 29% 6.88 20% 
 
 
Table 31: CC6 Placement Concrete Mixes Per Cubic Yard
35
 
Material MOR 500psi MOR 750 psi MOR 1000 psi 
Harmony No. 57 Stone, Round, lbs 1550 ― ― 
No. 57 Coarse Aggregate, lbs ― 1475 1535 
No. 8 Intermediate Coarse Aggregate, lbs ― 490 535 
Harmony Concrete Sand lbs 1414 ― ― 
Concrete Sand, lbs ― 1225 1070 
Water, lbs 325 230 236 
Type 1 Portland Cement, lbs 460 500 680 
Air, % 6.5 7 4.5 
Slump, in. 6 5.5 3.5 
SIKA air, oz. (Air Entrainer) 4.5 5 4.5 








Figure 52 shows the backcalculated PCC modulus for slabs 22N, 29N, 35N, 3S, 10S, and 
16S located on MRS-1N, MRS-2N, MRS-3N, MRS-1S, MRS-2S and MRS-3S, 
respectively.  Each of them is an interior slab and is located at the middle of each 
respective test section (see Figure 47 for slab location).  These slabs are doweled on all 
four sides which should produce ideal deflection basins that will yield accurate back-
calculation of the PCC modulus under trafficking.  In all cases, PCC modulus was found 
to drop significantly during the first 2000 passes on the test sections.  This is similar to 
the study conducted on PCC overlays by the IPRF
20
 which found that the decrease in 
PCC layer elastic modulus occurred primarily in the first 5000 passes on the overlay. 
After the first 2000 passes, PCC moduli were found to remain relatively constant until 
15000 passes.  Throughout the 15000 passes, the PCC modulus was found to decrease by 
38%, 24%, 25%, 33%, 24%, and 49% for slabs 22N, 29N, 35N, 3S, 10S, and 16S, 
respectively.  In all cases, both MRS-2 and MRS-3, the final PCC modulus after 15,000 
passes was still higher than the initial back-calculated modulus for MRS-1.  This is 
expected as structural condition index (SCI) of MRS-1 test sections dropped to as low as 
10% after 15000 passes, while MRS-2 and MRS-3 saw no decrease from the initial 100% 
SCI
10
.  Loading up to 15000 passes consisted of a dual wheel tandem configuration of 45 
kip per wheel. Although there was no visible change in pavement SCI up to this point, it 
is likely that some structural cracking had begun to develop but had not become fully 
formed through the full thickness of the slab as back-calculation results shows PCC 












6.2.4 Backcalculated PCC Modulus Near Isolation Joints  
The transition section between MRS-1 and MRS-2, located at 405ft, features a reinforced 
isolation joint while the transition between MRS-2 to MRS-3, located at 510ft, is 
thickened edge isolation joint. Figure 50 and Figure 51 also indicate that the 
backcalculated modulus tended to be much higher at the ends of each MRS test section.  
Results were particularly high for slabs 25N, 26N, 6S and 7S (Figure 47) which are 
adjacent to the reinforced isolation transition joint (405ft - Figure 50 and Figure 51) and 
for slabs 32N, 33N, 13S and 14S which are adjacent to the thickened edge isolation 
transition joint (510ft – Figure 50 and Figure 51).  The steel reinforcement or additional 
thickness of the slabs at these joints could be reducing the deflection basin of the slab 







































HWD deflections for slabs located on the MRS-2N test section. The deflection basins for 
interior slabs 29N (located at the middle of the MRS-2) up to slab 31N, all show similar 
values. However, slab 32N which features the thickened edge isolation joint, shows 
significantly lower deflections than any of the other slabs on MRS-2N.  It is possible that 
the additional thickness of the PCC slab, as the slab thickness tapers from 12in (at the far 
end of the slab from the isolation joint) to 15in at the isolation joint, is contributing to a 
reduction in the deflections of the slab. BAKFAA, which assumes a uniform slab layer 
thickness, interprets this mathematically as a higher layer stiffness compared to those of 
other MRS-2N slabs. 
 






























Slab 32N at thickened edge isolation joint 
deflection basin is less than those of 
interior slabs; BAKFAA interprets 





Backcalculation for slabs 32N, 33N, 13S and 14S which form the thickened edge 
isolation joint between the MRS-2 and MRS-3 test section was repeated using a layer 
thickness of 13.5in. A layer thickness of 13.5in was used as it is the approximate 
thickness at the center of the thickened edge slab where the HWD load is applied. Table 
32 shows the backcalculation results for slab 32N, 33N, 13S and 14S using the typical 
slab thickness of 12in and the estimated slab thickness of 13.5in for thickened edge slabs. 
The backcalculated PCC elastic modulus using a slab thickness of 13.5in was 
approximately 21-32% lower than when using a thickness of 12in. The 13.5in slab 
thickness produced more accurate backcalculated PCC elastic moduli for slabs 32N, 33N, 
13S and 14S.  As evidence, Figure 54 and Figure 55 show that backcalculated PCC 
elastic modulus at the thickened edge isolation are now more comparable to interior slabs 
of the MRS-2 and MRS-3 test section compared to earlier results in Figure 50 and Figure 
51.  Backcalculation accuracy has improved as the coefficient of variation from Table 33 
is now significantly lower for the MRS-2 and MRS-3test sections in comparison to 
earlier results from Table 30. On average, the MRS-1 (low flexural strength) PCC 
modulus was found to decrease from 5.0‒5.4x10
6
 psi to 4.0‒4.3x10
6
 psi (≈20% drop) 
whereas the PCC modulus of both the MRS-2 and MRS-3 was found to decrease by 
approximately 19%.   However, neither the MRS-2 nor MRS-3 elastic modulus was 
found to drop below 5x10
6









Table 32: Backcalculation of thickened edge isolation joint slabs 
PCC Elastic Modulus (million psi) 
Slab Thickness =12in 
Slab # 
Passes 
0 1386 3762 15000 
32N 9.17 8.51 8.24 8.89 
33N 9.85 8.04 8.06 8.28 
13S 10.10 9.92 11.61 10.71 
14S 12.03 9.02 10.01 8.13 
Slab Thickness =13.5in 
Slab # 
Passes 
0 1386 3762 15000 
32N 7.10 5.88 5.69 6.13 
33N 7.03 5.56 5.55 5.67 
13S 8.01 7.59 7.91 7.30 




0 1386 3762 15000 
32N -23% -31% -31% -31% 
33N -29% -31% -31% -31% 
13S -21% -23% -32% -32% 








Figure 54: Modulus of North side PCC layer along profile of CC6 
 
 























































































Table 33: Average PCC elastic modulus of CC6 test sections under trafficking 
PCC Elastic Modulus (million psi) 















MRS-1N 5.02 7% 3.73 20% 3.52 26% 3.97 29% 
MRS-2N 7.79 8% 6.23 12% 5.81 10% 5.87 21% 
MRS-3N 6.60 10% 5.37 14% 5.26 14% 5.95 27% 
MRS-1S 5.40 18% 4.50 26% 4.28 29% 4.26 32% 
MRS-2S 8.00 18% 6.73 13% 7.18 7% 6.82 13% 





BAKFAA, a program developed by the FAA, can be used to back-calculate the 
stiffness of a pavement structure from deflection basins produced by HWD testing 
conducted at the NAPTF. Back-calculation can be used to estimate in-situ stiffness’s of 
multiple pavement layers which can be beneficial if lab tested material data is unavailable 
or unreliable. In this study in particular, this can be beneficial when the PCC layer 
flexural strength is known but the elastic modulus of the layer is not known. Pavement 
backcalculation can also be used to evaluate the extent of deterioration in PCC slabs 
throughout trafficking without weakening the structure as can be done when taking core 
or saw cut beam samples.  Backcalculation results from HWD drops conducted on the 
test sections before they were trafficked indicate modulus values were higher than those 
seed moduli determined from empirical relationships.  Additionally, the bulk of 





passes of trafficking on the test sections. Backcalculation results were improved for 
thickened edge isolation joint slabs by using a slab thickness of 13.5 in for 
backcalculation.  On average, the MRS-1 (low flexural strength) PCC modulus was found 
to decrease from 5.0‒5.4x106 psi to 4.0‒4.3x106 psi (≈20% drop) whereas the PCC 
modulus of both the MRS-2 and MRS-3 was found to decrease by approximately 19%.   
However, neither the MRS-2 nor MRS-3 elastic modulus was found to drop below 5x106 






































Temperature effects on LTE (S) under static loading 
 
7.1 FEAFAA 
The computer program Finite Element Analysis-Federal Aviation Administration 
(FEAFAA) was developed by the FAA as a stand-alone tool for 3D finite element 
analysis of multiple-slab rigid airport pavements and overlays.  FEAFAA can be used to 
compute accurate mechanical responses (i.e. stresses, strains and deflections) of rigid 
pavement structures to individual aircraft landing gear loads. The program runs on a 
version of the 3D finite element program NIKE3D which was originally developed by the 
U.S. Department of Energy but is also used in the FAA’s airport thickness design 
software called FAARFIELD. FEAFAA allows the user to create up to a 9-slab jointed 
rigid pavement model structure on top of up to 6 structural layers on an infinite subgrade. 
The program also allows a user-defined slab size, overlay modeling capability with both 
arbitrary gear loading capability and a customizable aircraft library. The current 
FEAFAA version 2.0 allows the user to vary other parameters such as slab temperature 
gradient which was not available in previous versions and is not currently included (i.e. 
assumed negligible) in the FAA pavement design thickness procedure. 
 
7.2 FEAFAA Model 
The impact of temperature curling, pavement and substructure properties and airplane 
load magnitude on pavement edge stresses and LTE (S) was determined from a finite 
element model developed in FEAFAA for the CC6 test items.  This analysis is strictly a 





environment that does not see significant temperature gradients. However, this study 
aims to evaluate the CC6 pavements as if they were in an open environment subject to 
temperature gradients.  The pavement structure and layer thicknesses used for modeling 
are those specified in the construction details in Figure 2 (Chapter 1).  All Poisson’s 
values used for modeling fall within the suggested ranges for commonly used paving 
materials recommended by the FAA (see Table 26).  The FEAFAA program does not 
allow for input of PCC modulus of rupture; instead it uses the pavement modulus of 
elasticity (E). Modulus of elasticity is a measure of stiffness or the ability of a material to 
resist deformation. For PCC, E is a function of the aggregates, the cement mix and their 
proportions. Subsequently the relationship between MOR and E can vary distinctly from 
mix to mix. In this study, the elastic modulus of each concrete layer was derived from the 
design MOR values of each test item using the relationships presented in Equations 14 
and 15 recommended by the American Concrete Institute (ACI). These equations assume 
a normal weight concrete. 
drl = 7.5st′D                              (14) 
 
 = 57,000st′D     (15) 
where: 
 
MOR = Modulus of rupture, psi (MPa) 
f’c = Compressive strength, psi (MPa) 
E = Modulus of elasticity, psi (MPa) 
 





dr = \vwx.T ` 57,000                             (16) 
 
All other substructure layer elastic moduli were derived as described earlier in Chapter 6. 
All CC6 structural and material properties used for developing the FEAFAA model used 
in this analysis are given in Table 34.  A simple two slab FEAFAA model with a joint 
stiffness of 121,000 psi was used to predict loaded edge stresses and the stress based LTE 
for all MRS test sections.  The joint stiffness used in the model is a function of dowel bar 
diameter, spacing and method of placement as well as the size of the joint opening and is 
calculated automatically by FEAFAA. This joint stiffness was also used as the boundary 
constraint on the free edges of the two slab model to simulate the presence of adjoining 
slabs.  Detailed parameters used for development of the two slab FEAFAA model are 
given in Table 35.   
 
Table 34: Properties of the materials used in the model 
Layer 








PCC Slab (MRS-1) 3,800,000 500 0.15 12 
PCC Slab (MRS-2) 5,700,000 750 0.15 12 
PCC Slab (MRS-3) 7,050,000 1000 0.15 12 
Sub-base (Asphalt) 400,000 ― 0.35 6 
Sub-base 
(Econocrete) 
700,000 ― 0.20 6 
2
nd
 Sub-base 51,440 ― 0.35 10 






Table 35: FEAFAA model parameters 
Number of Slabs 2 
Slab Size 15 ft. X 15 ft. 
Mesh Size 
3 in. X 3in. (slab) 




Slab Curling Shape Circular 
Dowel Bar Diameter 1.0 in. 
Dowel Bar Spacing 12 in. 
Joint Opening 0.375 in. 
Method of Bar Placement Placed in fresh concrete 
Joint Simulation  Equivalent Joint Stiffness (vertical springs) 
Equivalent Joint & Boundary Stiffness 120,803 psi. 
 
A static single wheel aircraft load (SWL-50 and SWL-100) is applied mid-slab width 
at the joint and temperature gradient in the slab is varied from -1 °F/in. to 1°F/in. A single 
wheel load was used instead of intricate multi-wheel gear configurations to eliminate the 
complex pavement interaction under these types of loads. The location of the 16.7 in. 
square footprint of the single wheel load, as applied in the two slab model, is shown in 
Figure 56.  The stresses obtained from the elements located at the bottom of the slab on 
each side of the joint were used to calculate the stress-based LTE at the joint.  Again as 
mentioned earlier in chapter 1, Equation (1) is used to calculate the LTE (S) for all MRS 
test sections.  The parameters for the airplane in the model for both the SWL-50 and 






Figure 56: Gear position of SWL-50 and SWL-100 load on FEAFAA two slab model 
 
Table 36: Model Airplane Parameters 
Parameter Dimension 
Number of Wheels 1 
Length/Width of Each Wheel 16.7 inches 
Gross Weight 50 & 100 kips 
Tire Pressure 180 and 360 psi 
Number of Main Gears 1 
Percent of Weight on Main Gear 100% 
 
 
7.3 Critical Edge Stresses and LTE (S) 
A sensitivity analysis was conducted to study the impact of temperature curling and load 
magnitude on loaded edge stresses and LTE (S) of all MRS test sections using FEAFAA.  
This was carried out for bituminous stabilized base as well as the Econocrete base of all 





with a gross weight of 50 kip as well as 100 kip load and a square tire footprint of 16.7in.  
The temperature at the bottom of the slab was varied between -12°F to 12 °F to attain a 
temperature gradient of -1 °F/in. to 1 °F/in. The LTE (S) was calculated for every 0.25 
temperature gradient variation. Figure 57 and Figure 58 shows the sensitivity of loaded 




Figure 57: Edge Stress Sensitivity on the Econocrete Base to Temperature Gradient 






























MRS-1 (Load = 100 kips)
MRS-2 (Load = 100 kips)
MRS-3 (Load = 100 kips)
MRS-1 (Load = 50 kips)
MRS-2 (Load = 50 kips)












Figure 58: Edge Stress Sensitivity on the Asphalt Base to Temperature Gradient and 
Load Magnitude. 
 
Figure 57 and Figure 58 show that, as the temperature gradient increases from -1°F/in. to 
1°F/in., the stresses at the loaded edge decrease.  It can be observed that for an increase in 
gradient from -1°F/in. to 1°F/in., the edge stresses for all test sections regardless of base 
type drops by approximately 35% for the SWL-50 load and by approximately 20% for 
the SWL-100 load. Again, this is regardless of base type as no single 0.25 temperature 
gradient variation resulted in a stress difference greater than 5% between bituminous and 
Econocrete bases. The loaded edge stresses are also higher for the SWL-100 load 
compared to the SWL-50 load.  At each load, the SWL-50 and SWL-100, the loaded edge 
stresses also decrease as the pavement modulus decreases. More specifically, at each load 
increment MRS-3 has the highest modulus and the highest stresses compared to MRS-1 
which has the lowest modulus therefore the lowest loaded edge stresses. Figure 59 and 
Figure 60 shows the sensitivity of LTE (S) to temperature gradients for an Econocrete 





























MRS-1 (Load = 100 kips)
MRS-2 (Load = 100 kips)
MRS-3 (Load = 100 kips)
MRS-1 (Load = 50 kips)
MRS-2 (Load = 50 kips)












Figure 59: LTE(S) Sensitivity on the Econocrete Base to Temperature Gradient and 




Figure 60: LTE(S) Sensitivity on the Asphalt Base to Temperature Gradient and Load 
Magnitude  
 
Figure 59 and Figure 60 show that, as the temperature gradient increases from -1°F/in. to 
1°F/in., joint LTE (S) decreases.  It is observed that for an increase from -1°F/in. to 
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approximately 30-40% for the SWL-50 load and by approximately 18-24% for the SWL-
100 load. Again, this is regardless of base type as no single 0.25 temperature gradient 
variation for pavement loaded edge stresses varied greater than 5% between bituminous 
and Econocrete bases. The SWL-50 load had a higher LTE (S) than the SWL-100 load 
for all three test sections when the temperature gradient is less than 0°F/in. However, 
when temperature gradient is greater than 0 °F /in., the SWL-50 load has a lower LTE (S) 
than the SWL-100 load for all three test sections. Additionally, the LTE (S) decreases for 
each test section as each respective test section modulus increases, regardless of load 





The 3D finite element program FEAFAA was used to evaluate the effect temperature 
curling, varying pavement and sub-structure properties and airplane load magnitude on 
critical edge stresses and joint LTE (S) of a simple two slab model.  The temperature 
gradient of the slab was varied from -1 °F/in to 1°F/in. LTE(S) and a single wheel load 
was applied at magnitudes of 50 kips and 100 kips (SWL-50 and SWL-100).  The edge 
stresses for all test sections regardless of base type were found to drop by approximately 





F/in.  The joint LTE (S) for all test sections regardless of base 
type was found to drop by approximately 30-40% for the SWL-50 load and by 










as joint LTE (S) especially as the load on the slab decreases.  Additionally, loaded edge 
stresses and LTE (S) for higher MOR pavements seem to be more sensitive to 













































Summary of findings, conclusions and recommendations 
 
The research study examined the effect of structure, material properties, temperature 
curling and trafficking on stress-based load transfer efficiency and pavement 
performance.  Field data from concrete strain gages (CSG) and crack location data was 
used to evaluate the effect of localized cracking on the stress-based load transfer 
efficiency (LTE (S)) of transverse doweled pavement joints.  Strain gage data and heavy 
weight deflectometer data were used to evaluate the effect of joint type, pavement 
modulus of rupture and stabilized base type on joint stress and deflection based load 
transfer efficiency.  Methods of estimating joint stress based load transfer efficiency from 
both dual and single gages were also studied. Back-calculation software was used to 
study the effect trafficking and pavement modulus of rupture has on deterioration in the 
PCC slab.  The sensitivity of edge stresses and stress-based LTE to PCC layer modulus of 
rupture stabilized base layer modulus, aircraft load magnitude, and temperature gradient 
was studied under static loading conditions.  The findings on the study and 















8.1 Summary of findings 
The findings from the above analysis are summarized below: 
Analysis of CC2 MRC crack and sensor data at NAPTF 
1) During pre-crack conditions, the load transfer mechanism can sustain daily 
average values of LTE (S) above 0.25, for rolling wheel loads. 
2) LTE (S) drops below 0.25 when cracks begin to appear local and parallel to the 
transverse joint. 
3) LTE (S) daily averages remained at or above 0.25, even as cracks form and peak 
strains decrease in the gages. 
4) LTE(S) drops below 0.25 as the cracks become fully formed at the transverse 
doweled joint between the slabs. 
5) In the most severe cases LTE (S) was found to drop as low as 0.05 after cracking 
occurred on the slabs. 
Analysis of CC6 HWD and sensor data at NAPTF 
6) Average LTE(S) values of doweled joints in MRS-1 were 0.21 and 0.15 for 
asphalt and Econocrete bases respectively.  LTE(S) values for the asphalt base 
section declined by 0.04 and for the Econocrete base declined by 0.02 over passes 
463-2970. 
7) Average LTE(S) values of doweled joints in MRS-2 were 0.13 and 0.21 for 
asphalt and Econocrete bases, respectively, and had declines in LTE(S) of 0.08 
and 0.06, respectively. 
8) Average LTE(S) values of doweled joints in MRS-3 were 0.16 and 0.15 and had 





9) Dowel joints had average LTE(S) values of 0.17 for the initial passes 463-2970 
and an average of 0.13 for passes 15709-18876. 
10) Reinforced transition joints averaged 0.15 and 0.16 LTE(S) and had ranges of 0-
0.185 and 0.03-0.18 on the asphalt and Econocrete bases, respectively.   
11) Thickened transition joints averaged 0.14 and 0.09 LTE(S) and had ranges of 0-
0.185 and 0-0.13 on the asphalt and Econocrete bases respectively.   
12) Reinforced transition joints had averaged lower LTE(S) values than the dowel 
joints by 0.04 for passes 463-2970 and 0.035 for passes 15709-18876,  
13) Thickened transition joints averaged lower LTE(S) than dowel joints by 0.03 for 
passes 463-2970 and 0.065 for passes 15709-18876.  
14) LTE (δ) decreases from 73%-79% to 53%-70% during the first 594 passes 
depending on test section which coincides with decreases in back calculated PCC 
modulus. 
Comparison of Dual and Single Gage Analysis of NAPTF Sensor Data 
15) Single gage determination of LTE (S) tended to be in the range of 20-30% lower 
than dual gage determination of LTE (S) for CC2 but as high as 52% as was the 
case for MRG-S. 
16) Single gage determination of LTE (S) tended to be in the range of 0-4% different 
than dual gage determination of LTE (S) for CC2 but as high as 6% as was the 
case for MRS-2.  
17) The time lag between peak readings in consecutive gages for CC2 seems to vary 





18) The time lag between peak readings in consecutive gages for CC6 seems to vary 
in the range of 0.25-0.30s. 
Back-calculation of CC6 Pavement Modulus throughout Trafficking 
19) Backcalculated modulus of asphalt base prior to trafficking was within ±5% of 
average 500,000 psi recommended by (AC) 150/5370-11B and higher than 
400,000 psi used for design by FAA. 
20) Backcalculated modulus of Econocrete base prior to trafficking was 9-35% higher 
than average 750,000 psi recommended by (AC) 150/5370-11B and 700,000 psi 
used for design by FAA. 
21) Backcalculated modulus prior to trafficking of P-154 subbase was approximately 
130% higher than 51,400 psi determined from plate load test. It was also 
significantly higher than 40,000 psi currently used for design by FAA. 
22) Backcalculated modulus prior to trafficking of clay subgrade was 36-66% higher 
than 10,000 psi determined from CBR testing. 
23) Backcalculated PCC modulus prior to trafficking increased from MRS-1 to MRS-
2 as was expected from modulus of rupture. However, the PCC modulus of MRS-
2 and MRS-3 was found to fairly close which can be attributed to the aggregate 
type which was used for both MRS-2 and MRS-3 but not MRS-1. 
24) The analysis of the deflection basin with trafficking showed that most of the 
increase in deflections was close to the load.  This indicated that most of the 
deterioration occurred in the PCC layer.   
25) Backcalculated PCC modulus decreases approximately 24-49% during the first 






26) On average, the MRS-1 (low flexural strength) PCC modulus was found to 
decrease from 5.0‒5.4x10
6
 psi to 4.0‒4.3x10
6
 psi (≈20% drop) whereas the PCC 
modulus of both the MRS-2 and MRS-3 was found to decrease by approximately 
19%.   However, neither the MRS-2 nor MRS-3 elastic modulus was found to 
drop below 5x10
6
 psi after 15000 passes on the test sections. 
Temperature effects on LTE (S) under static loading 
27) The edge stresses for all test sections regardless of base type drops by 
approximately 35% for the SWL-50 load and by approximately 20% for the 





28) No single 0.25 temperature gradient variation resulted in a stress difference 
greater than 5% between bituminous and Econocrete bases. 
29) Edge stresses for each MRS section were on average 78% to 118% higher for the 
SWL-100 compared to SWL-50 load as temperature gradient increased from -
1°F/in. to 1°F/in. Additionally, MRS-3 had the highest modulus and the hence the 
highest stresses, on average 7% and 21% higher compared to MRS-1 and then 
MRS-2, respectively. 
30) The joint LTE (S) for all test sections regardless of base type drops by 
approximately 30-40% for the SWL-50 load and by approximately 18-24% for 





31) The SWL-50 load had a higher LTE (S) than the SWL-100 load for all three test 
sections when the temperature gradient is less than 0
o
F/in. However, when 
temperature gradient is greater than 0
 o
F /in., the SWL-50 load has a lower LTE 





32) MRS-1 was found to exhibit the highest LTE (S) at each 0.25 temperature 
gradient increment followed by MRS-2 and then MRS-3. 
 
8.2 Conclusions 
The conclusions from the above analysis are summarized below: 
1) Stress based load transfer efficiency [LTE (S)] is initially higher than 25% for 
dowel jointed PCC slabs on conventional base.  However, it becomes more 
variable and decreases in some cases below 25% when cracks become complete 
through the full thickness of the slab, especially when close to the joint. 
2) Variation in LTE (S) is likely attributed to the formation of cracks at the joint as 
they limit the amount of dowels at the joint available for load transfer in relation 
to the carriage position which can cause an uneven distribution of loads through 
the joint. 
3) LTE (S) is higher for dowel joints of CC2 PCC slabs over conventional aggregate 
base compared to those of CC6 on stabilized base, which were lower than 25% 
used for design.  LTE (S) is also higher for CC6 joints on asphalt stabilized base 
compared to that of Econocrete. 
4) Isolation joint type exhibited lower and more variable LTE (S) compared to dowel 
joints.  LTE (S) of isolation joints were also more susceptible to direction of 
travel, most likely due to the differing modulus of rupture (MOR) of the slabs on 
either side of the joint and the lack of load transfer mechanism. The observed 





under its own weight, as the stabilized base layer deflects under the HWD load 
not actually any load transfer through the joint. 
5) Single gage determination of LTE (S) for CC6 is comparable to that by dual gage 
determination while results for CC2 were on average 25% more conservative than 
that by dual gage determination.  Results would indicate that single gage method 
can be used successfully for high MOR pavements on stabilized base types but 
seems to be effected by base material properties and structural characteristics. 
6) Analysis of CC2 and CC6 test data indicate the presence of a time lag in strain 
responses from the gages in relation to loading by the test vehicle.  The peak 
strain in each gage does not occur exactly as the axle (center of load) passes 
directly over the gage. 
7) Pre-traffic back calculation of CC6 test items indicates pavement modulus values 
were higher than the laboratory material testing data and the recommended FAA 
design value.  The bulk of deterioration in PCC modulus was found to occur early 
on during the first 1500 passes of trafficking on the test sections. Additionally, 
PCC modulus of high MOR concrete above 750 psi (MRS-1 and MRS-2) did not 
drop below 4x10
6
 psi used for design in FAA procedure.  
8) Finite Element analysis using FEAFAA considering slab temperature curling in 
CC6 test items indicates that higher MOR pavements seem to be more sensitive to 
temperature curling effects whereas stabilized base type had a negligible effect on 
edge stresses and joint LTE (S).  The effect of temperature curling is also more 





temperature curling effects as temperature gradient in the slab increases from 
negative to positive.  
 
 
8.3 Recommendations for future study 
The recommendations for future work are based on the findings and conclusions of this 
research analysis.  These include: 
1) LTE (S) is found to vary depending on pavement structure and material properties 
throughout trafficking.  Pavements on medium strength subgrade and granular 
conventional base exhibited LTE (S) above 25%.  Pavements with medium and 
high strength MOR on both Econocrete and asphalt stabilized base types exhibit 
LTE (S) below 25%.  All show a decrease in LTE (S) as traffic (deterioration) 
progresses on the pavement.  A more conservative design LTE (S) of 15% or 
possibly 0% (assuming no load transfer occurs) would yield increased design 
thicknesses (higher initial pavement costs) but could reduce operation and 
maintenance costs and increase pavement service life.  Another alternative could 
be a variable design LTE (S) which differentiates between joint performance 
depending on pavement structure and material properties. 
2) The impact of cracking on joint LTE (S) is conducted solely on test items 
constructed on a medium strength subgrade and conventional granular base.  
Further analysis should be conducted on pavements with varying structure, 
material properties and load configurations where the characteristics of the 





3) Field evaluation of LTE (S) of doweled PCC slabs at the NAPTF is conducted 
under limited environmental and traffic conditions.  A comprehensive study of 
joint LTE (S) of pavements, conducted at operational airports, with similar 
structures but varying regional climate and traffic mix could help better determine 
their respective impact on pavement joint performance. 
4) Analysis of joint LTE (S) from single and dual gage method was conducted on a 
limited sample of test data from CC2 and CC6 test items.  Results have shown 
that single gage is effective method for estimating joint LTE (S) for CC6 
pavements on stabilized base types, however further analysis of pavements 
constructed on conventional base and on grade are required to assess the accuracy 
of single gage method.  Results generally indicate single gages method as a 
conservative approximation of joint LTE (S). 
5) In this study, only deterioration of the PCC surface layer is considered for 
pavement back-calculation with BAKFAA.  Results indicate that medium and 
high MOR (750 psi and 1000 psi) pavements maintain, during the first 15000 
passes.  PCC modulus above 4x10
6 
psi used for design rendering it validly 
conservative.  However, further pavement backcalculation should be conducted 
considering deterioration in all pavement layers and should be conducted for other 
pavement structures and loading configurations. 
6) Pavement backcalculation was conducted using BAKFAA which only considers 





pavements with programs such as MODCOMP
43
 which considers non-linear 
behavior of the pavement structure could lead to improved backcalculation 
results. 
7) Finite Element analysis has shown that temperature curling affects both critical 
stresses and LTE (S) at the joint.  LTE (S) is expected to drop as temperature 
gradient in the slab changes from negative to positive however this affect is 
minimized as load on the slab increases.  This appears to indicate that slab 
temperature curling caused by temperature gradients should therefore be included 
directly in FAA design procedure.  However, further analysis should be 
conducted with more complex aircraft configurations and loads at different 
locations at the joint. 
8) Trafficking of the test items at the NAPTF is conducted during the day time when 
only downward curling would be expected in the slab.  However, in actuality 
airfield pavements are trafficked at all times of the day and night.  Test evaluation 
of joint LTE (S) could be conducted at day and night on test slabs at outdoor 
facilities such as Denver International Airport to evaluate the impact of 
temperature curling on joint LTE (S) in the field.  
9) Research on joint LTE (S) and joint performance was limited to evaluation of 
doweled joints as well as reinforced and thickened edge isolation joints.  Further 
analysis of other joint types featuring other load transferring mechanisms such as 
dummy joints which rely on aggregate interlock can be evaluated. 
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